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PREFACEJ. $.

This is a report of the first year results 'from a twoyear field

test of Project Information Packages (PIPs). The field_ test is spon

sored by USOE under Title III, Section 306, of the Elementary and
0

Secondary Education Act. The evaluation was commissioned by USOE's

Office of Planning, Budgeting; and Evaluation.

SRI is the prime contractor for the evaluation of the field test

of PIPs; R1C Research Corporation, developei of the PIPs, is the sub-
-

contractor. The first year of the evaluation focused on the viability

of PIPs as a mechanism for getting exemplary programs implemented in
4,1

new sites. The locus for the, second year is on project outcomes.

Final conclusions About the success of packages as a dissemination

mechanism must await information to be obtained during the second

year-of-the field test.

In Volume I we_report on the concept of packaging. This volume,

Volume II, reports the results of a foriative evaluation of the PIPs

and recommends revisions. Volume III reports the results of a

resource/cost analysis of PIP projects.

iii
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In this report, the second gfiphree volumeWie-present recom-
,.

mendatrons for revisions to4the USOC Project Information Packages (PIPS).,,.. A
.

Recbtimendations are based; on the 1974-1975 field test of the pips. A
.

resource cost analysis of the ptP projects can bg found in Volume III,
40

Voluine I describes the SRI evaluation of the field test and provides

a detailed account of the history of the pips and the field-test.

The USOE has bag felt that the effectiveness of federally goaded

programs--particularly those intended to provide compensatoy services

to disadvantaged children--could be greatly enhanced through the diffusion

oe education projects and practices proven to be effective. It became

clear recently, however, that the simple dissemination of information

about such projects and practices was not a sufficient mechanism for

bringing about widespread replication. For this reason, a decision was

made in 1973 to attempt a more complete packaging of several exemplary

projects. The purpose of this undeitaking was to determine whether

projects could be packaged with sufficient clarity and in sufficient

detail to encourage and enable their replication at sites where educational

needs had not been adequately met by existing programs of instruction.

In June 1973 a 12-month. research and development contract Was awarded

to the RMC Research Corporation, by USOE to identify up to eight com-

. pensatory education projeCts and develop replication packages for there.

Six exemplary projects were identified, and packageetyre delivered to

sites for field testing late in the summer of 1974. A description of

the entire contract effort is presented In a report by Tallmadge (1974).

4
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The current two-year evaluation of the PIP field test is the,

second step in answering the question of PIP viability; .The field.--
-

_-----.
test consists of attempts by two to five sites to replicate each of

,--""
the six projects, a total of 19 replicationo-iii all. The evaluation

of the field: test is being 5,,ondliaed by SRI witiiRHe as a subcontrac-

0.
tor. The first_T4rear evaluation activities have Included five visits

.

5a-each site to observe progress and collect student test data. gC

- participated in these site visits and.provided general support as

requested, but was primaily responsible for devel o ing recommendq-

sb . 4
tionsfor PIP revisions.

The original intent of the field test was to determine experi-

mentally whether the six prototype. PIPS were effective mechanisms

for replicatigthe six exemplary projects, and what modifications, if

any; they required. However, as the field test progressed it became

r
clear that the questions of real interest were (a) What kind of a

. dissemination system would result in.the replication of successful

projects in new locations? (b) What role would an information package

play in such a system? and (c) What should be in the package? The

first two questions are addressed at length in 'Volume I. The primary

focus of this volume is the package der se and, in particular, the

revisions in content and format required 61,maximize the utility of

the PIPs within the replication system which is expected to operate.

The general conclusion of the fidld test 'has been that the

PIPs have been fairly successful in permitting accurate replication

of the exemplary projects. This might be taken as an indication that

2
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t
an_adequate revision mould consist largely of design and editorial 1M-

..

provemePts. In fact, however, it now appears that .design and editorial

1"
considerations are of secondary importance. The most:irielcal eonsidera-

. $ ,t
L...1

tions in either the. original deVelopment or the final revision of a_

PIP are (a) the selection, of succetsful projects to package, (b) the

4
analysis of the factors which constitute the successful projects, and

(c) the an &lysis A the information needs of asTepIlcatidg site. While

' . .. .

the appearance and style of the package materials can certainly .encourage

and facilitate their us t can dilittle else to ensure the establish-

mein of a successful project.

. ^

"!..

The first consideration is related to the problem of finding dra-tf

matically effective projects suitable for replication. .The prp develop-

ment task, as originally conceived, involved examining only about 241
a. J

0Me 4,
projects (Presumably all identified as successful) And then selecting

4r1

the 8 projects most suitable for the packaging experiment. However,

only a few of the 24 projects originally 'Suggested to RMC could provide

reasonably convincing evidence of effectivenesst and a search for

demonstrably effective projects been* a major part of the Rt1C effort.

After eight months of intensive searching covering hundreds of additional

projects, the RNC staff is convinced that there is, at the very most,

a handful pf compensatory reading or math projects that clearly and '

dramatically raise student achievement levels. It certainly appears

that no existing project can raise achievement score_distributions of

disadvantaged students to the level typical of middle-class schools.

There appear to be tworeasons for the shortage of demonstrably

successful projects. First, it is very difficult tctnake dramatic

3
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improvements in achievement by means of an in-school project, no patter

how well ddtigned-yd operated. Second, it is very difficult Co set

up an evalkeition,in the ceal world that will provide a convincing plc-
:

ture'of the effects of the project. It apftars to RNC that these are

long range problems,and that in the immediate future therg"wW. be

-very few projects which will meet USOF eritbiia.fox:srePlicatfon: Thus,

/any PIP replication .mechanism would be applied to only a small number'.
,

..,-.. 1' .$
. T, , . .

-of 4,ifferent projects.

.'$ , -. .

. 0

The. development of PIPs is complicated.by,the fact 'that the

identification of successful projects is a difficult, highl/ technical

task. .Although a procedural guide for the screening of project data

was prepared underythe original PIP development contract (Tallmadge

...

and Horst 1924), such a guide is only of use to highly trained evalua-

tors,since each step in the screening process requires complex judgments.

Ishort, there is no way to mechanize the identification of successful

orojects. This suggests that the selection of appropriate projects may

be one ef' the most troublesome packaging areas and, clearly, if an in-.

.se".

'mlIsprupriate exemplary project is packaged, no amount of revision will

lead to successful replicator projects.

The second consideration in producing a satisfactory package is

the analysis of the'exemplary site activities and features. A thor-

..:

ough discussion of this consideration-can be found in Voluile I, but

two points shouldhe reiterated here.. The first is that no rigorous

analytical procedures are available for analyzing projects. An ahalysis

can he made only by a qualified individual on the basis of an extensive

4
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background in the factors affecting learning, and a broad perspective

gained by comparing a variety of successful and unsuccessful projects.

The second point is that the exemplary project site personnel,

even those most

be aware of the

tively it might

be the ultimate

responsible for the success of.the projects, may not

factors which make their projects work. While intui-
J.

appear that the exemplary site project director sh(;z1d

authority on the hnportant features of the project,

the field test has demonstrated that this, is not always so,.and the

successful identification of.thess features rests largely
%
on the skill

and experience of the packaging team..

6

The finaf consideration in developing a satisfactory package

is. the analysis of the information needs bf a replicating site.

This ptoblem includes the design of the entire replication mechanism

and involves determining the persons who need information, the infor-

mation they need, and the time when they need it. Unlike the anal-

ysis of the originating projects, the analysis of information needs

is, in principle, amenable to systematic development. The field

test has, in fact, provided an unusual opportunity to study these

needs and to elaborate a model of the replication process in which

they are incorporated. In "he remaining sections of this report we

describe the development of this model and discuss the revision

recommendations derived therefrom.

o
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II PROCESSING THE FIELD TEST DATA

From the beginning of the field test, we accumulated data at a

rapid rate from a variety of sources. The majority of the data was

collected during Site Visits I,. II, and IV in August and September, 1974,

and ApM, 1975, respectively. Additional information was obtalned from

contact report forms submitted to SRI by replicating sites, exemplary

sites, USOE, and SRI /RMC whenever a replicating site sought or received

assistance from an outside source. It has been RHC's task to process

these data in such a way as to permit the identification of needed re

visions to the PIP mechanism.

4,

It quickly became apparent that the PIP mechanism was effective

to some degree. In spite of starang months later than the PIPS pre

scribed, personnel were hired, facilities allocated, materials ordered,,.. .,,...,
'.e.

and students selected, and instruction did occur. On the other hand, it

was equally clear that in specific instances projects were not being .

0

replicated exactly as intended.' Problems varied from PIP to PIP, and

within PIPS from Site to site,Amid included everything from difficulties

in obtaining iqualified 'staff and in ordering materials Xo using"un
. 4

specified instructional approaches.

at

The reasons for problems encountered by sites fall somewhat

naturally into three categories: (a) information in the PIP was unclear,

ambiguous, or inadequately emphasized; (b) the process recommended in

the PIP. for accomplishing a task was inadequate (or on some points the

PIP provided no suggestions at all or (c) the initial conditions

assumed in the PIP did not exist. Obviously, the three categories are

.7
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not independent. For example, where the PIP assumes the availability

of highly skilled personnel, "relatively brief explanations of tasks

are pr6VIded. If such personnel are unavailable at a given site, the

PIP materials may prove inadequate. If the assumption of available

classroom space is Riot met, then the processes for arranging for space

cannot be followed:

In some cases, revision trade-offs are possible. Assumptions

about preexisting conditions can be relaxed and supplementary materials

added. Thus, less experienced personnel nay prove successful if they

are provided with more support and training materials, but clearly there

are limits tp such trade-offs. No amount of PIP.materials can produce

a dynamic administrator or skilled teacher overnight and, while money

can.buy additional space, PIP information by itself cannot create class-
.

rooms.

Descriptive Model of the PIP Replication Mechanism

While the basic concepts of the PIP replication mechanism are

simple and straightforward, the manner in which all conditions and

processes are expected to interact to produce the desired project

10

becomes extremely complex. For RMC to organize the data in such a

way as iopinpoint the places in the mechanism requiring revision,

some categorizing conventions were needed. These conventions were de-

veloped in the context of a model of the intended replication mechanism

which-will.,..11J.1hoped, provide some perspective on the entire process

as now perceived by RMC, and permit a simple description of where and

why revisions are recommended.

8
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4

e" basic concepts o the TIP replication mechanism derive from

the or ginal SRI /RNC propos for the evaluation of the PIP field'

The model divides the reettwation of a project into three stages:

(a) selection/adoption, (b) startup, and (c) operation. Selection/

adoption was assumed to be a dual process whereby sites select the PIPs

that suit their needs and apply to USOE for grants, and USOE reviews the

appli at ions and awards the grants. atartup begins with the &livery of

P and associated funds to a suitable site, and ends when the project

is ready for operation. In general, startup is completed by the end of

the summer vacation. Operations is the instructional and administrative

activity of'the school year, beginning with the first contact between

teachers and students for Instruction or testing.

---Each_of_the_ithree stages is further broken down into inputs,

processes, and outcomes,.And these substages are organized to r flect

the basic project components of personn el, other res ources, students:

In this model'all three components are receivers of inputs and processes,

not initiators. For example, in the personnel section, data are organized

according-to what is done to teachers, not by them.. This organization

of the model is summarized in Figure i.

The selection/adoption model is still under development. Re

finement of this stage is contingent on the resolution of issues subject

to USOE decisions. Selection of PIPs by sites and awarding of grants

by USOE involve USOE and districtlevel personnel who are not part of

,the project per se and are not, therefore, included in Figure 1.

Figure 1 is intended to incorporate only those aspects of the selection/

adoption stage directly reiated to project components and does not

9
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reflect the assumed USOE dissemination mechanism or the site mechanism

for securing grants.

Several other features of the replication model should be noted.

The intended outcome of the selection/adoption stage is a site that

meets the requirements for replicating the project chosen. This out

come is described in terms of the characteristics of personnel, other

resources, and students at the site, and constitutes a Major com

ponent of the inputs to the startup stage. The remainder of inputs

to start --up include the PIP, money, technical assistance, and other

inputs that.are supplied to the site to help in replicating the desired

project. In other words, assistance supplied to the site is a subset of

the inputs to the startup stage. Inputs to the startup stage also in

clude the site itself with its personnel, other facilities, and students.

Similarly, the outcomes of startup are,inputs to the operation

stage. However, unlike startup, there are very few additional inputs

during operation. This is a consequence of a basic PIP replication

concept: the concept that a package of information (and associated

funds) can be sufficient to produce the replication of a project if

'delivered to an appropriate site. To the extent that this concept

proved unworkable in the current field test, new inputs in the forms.

of monitoring, technical assistance, and the like would have been

required in the operatiOn stage.

The process column under each stage includei the activities

carried out at that stage and the timing considerations for each activ

ity. Timing includes the amount of time allotted for each activity,

1.1



the sequendes of activities, and the period in the school year during

which the activity.is expected to take place.

Descriptive Conventions Used in the Model

The lower section of Figure I. displays the specific descriptive

conventions (see Appendix D for definitions) adopted by RMC in cate-

gorizing field test data. Personnel are divided into (a) the project

director,..(b) other project staff, and (c) nonprojeCt personnel. These

categories were adopted because of the qualitatively different ways in

which the PIP mechanism interacts with them. The project directors

are central to the project replication. They are intended to be selected

by the time of- the site prOPosal or grant request, and most of the PIP

materials are directed to them. While the PIPs.provide them with some job

aids in the form of calendars, sample forms, and the like, it is assumed

that they possess most of the required characteristics at the time they
et

are selected, -and much of their PIP material simply describes what they

should accomplish with minina1 suggestions on how to proceed.

Personnel inputs and personnel outcomes are described in terms

of the titles of the personnel reqUired, and their required character-
.

ist.les--Gb&ractevistios-of-personne17-942-outeomcsf are eategor-iged

"N.

under either skills or attitudes. In addition, for the purposes of the

replication model there are_maticatroles,Anterrelationships, job

positions, and the like, which are not Ponsidered to be either skills or

attitudes. Thus, for example, the amount of authority assigned to a

project director may be one of the most important factors to describe,

and a third category of "roles, etc." is provided to encompass such

personnel descriptors.

12



Processes related to personnel are broken down into selection

and training. Training is taken in.the broad sense to include any

activities designed to change skills or attitudes. In addition to

conventional skill training, this definition encompasses all orientation

and instructioGal'activities. Procedures designed to create roles or

authority relationships may not fall under either selection or training

(e.g., giving a project director the task of hiring teachers to estab-

lish his authority over them). Such procedures are included under

a third category, establishing roles.

The remaining personnel column is (new) inputs. During start-
.

up, these inputs include the PIP, other technical assistance, Money,

constraints, and, for the current year, field-test events. These

inputs are described in thin report in a manner that should be generally

self- explanatory. The exception is the content of the PIP, for which the

following descriptive conventions have been adopted.

Information includes descriptions of tasks and activities in

terms of intended ou tcomes and their, sequences. The significance of
-

this-e-ategriry- for the-revision-nf-nPs is the assumption -ffi5 f project

directors and other staff will know how to accomplish the tasks and

activities described in this brief manner.

Self=training materials are intended to help personnel acquire

new skills, and range from informal tips and suggestions to, in one PIP,

a programed tape/slide training sequence. While it is not always

possible to categorize materials unambiguously under information or

training, the distinction is helpful in considering revisions because

13
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it makes explicit assumptions on Che extent to which various personnel

will come to the prgject with the necessary. skills orwill require PIP

assistance in acquiring them. By and large, the PIPs were designed as

information packages with only limited self training, materials. The

major project training activity, trainingof project staff, was generally

assigned to the project directors, and it was assumed that they have

most of the basic skills needed to conduct such training.

The major remaining component of a project is its students.

Students are desCribed under the same conventions as personnel. :Their

characteristics (outcomes) include skills and attitudes; selection

and training are the processes in which they are involved.

Nost of the description of students and the processes that affect

V.
them are included under operation processes and outcomes. While stu

dent outcomes in terms of skills and attitudes constitute the ultimate

goals of any educational project, the major emphasis of the first year

of current field test is on evaluating the potential of the PIP replica

tion mechanism fo'r the replication of selected instructional processes.

4

These processes are included under the operation process of student

training. It should be noted that these instructional processes can be

defined, in large part, in terms of teacher behaviors and interactions

with materials. Thus, student training will encompass the operation

outcomes for personnel and other resources.

Conceptually, the model in Figure 1 provides a simple framework

for isolating the points at which the UP replication_mechanismmight

be revised. In practice, however, there are major problems in describing

14



the replica ion)mechaniem -in terms of this or any other model. In

particular, he number of specific items that could be listed under

each heading s infinite, so there is no practicable way of describing

the mechanism xhaustively. For example, consider the problem of

describing the skills and attitudes of the project director which are

assumed to exis at the outcome of the selection/adoption stage. It is

clear that the roject director must have appropriate technical and

managerial skill and must have a generally positive attitude toward the

project. Howev r, enumerating all of these skills and attitudes at a

detailed level s clearly impractical, especially since it would be

necessary in the process to exclude all the possible human characteris-

tics the project director must not have. Attempting to list all the

processes intended to modify personnel characteristics presents a

similar problem.

-*Early attempts by RNC to produce such, lists led to considerable

frustration. The lists quickly became long and unwieldy with details

that were obvious or trivial; when used as a basis of comparison

for the actual sites, the lists never seemed to have a place for the

critical site-specific problems. What was needed was a list of gate-

gories to systematize the description; this would provide an overall

perspective on the mechanism in question and would highlight those

parts of the mechanism requiring revision. Clearly, a systetiatic

procedure for generating such a description was needed,

The procedure which was adopted took as its:primary input the

field-test data on problems encountered by sites. The rationale for

this procedure was simply that any aspect cf the replication process
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chat did not go as intended at one or more sites indicated a possible

defect in the intended replication mechanism and a potential point

or a recommended revision.

The data used to develop the model came from a variety of sources.

The reports of site observations by SKX, RNC, and USOE site visitors

were the major source of data. Uhile it has not been practicable

to list every sense in which sites are replicating successfully, it

is quite possible to list the major ways in which sites are deviating

from intended practices. Included here are examples of obser

failures to replicate-,problems and user comments on reasons for

problems, ambiguities in the PIPs, and lack of information. Observers

obtained verbal retorts, reviewed marginal notes written in the PIPS

by project staff, and looked for specific evidence of use or nonuse of

PIP components. In addition, all requests by project staff for assis

tance from outside sources were monitored via contact report forms.

The first step in the analysis procedure was to screen all

of the data described above. All reports and other data sources were

. systematically reviewed, each problem or deviation was entered on a

separate card, and the cards were sorted into the various categories

shown in Table 1. Initially, cards from each site were processed

separately so that 19 different sets of cards resulted.

The resulting picture of the problems at a given site was in

complete. While the outcomes of startup were generally portrayed

fairly systematically, there were gaps in the preceding columns.

The practical problems faced by the site observer virtually preclude

16
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recording every possible aspect of each process and every possible

characteristic of each person involved in the project and, in many

cases, the critical things to look fort-et-sae apparesit only after

an associated outcome went awry. To identify and-fill in the gaps

.we.used the following procedure: the start-up outcome problems

for a given site were organized into manageable units. For example,

one unit might consist of required teacher skills which were not

present at the end of start-up. The intended mechanisms which were

designed to produce the skills were then systematically reviewed

beginning with other star-thp outcomes, then working backward through__
the related start -up processes, start-up inputs, and ,selec.tion/adoptio

f
outcomes.

To be specific, when looking f4 the reasons why -teachers lacked

certain desired attitudes, the othdr start -up outcomes to consider

would include, at least, the expected attitudes of the project director

toward the project and the availability and adr4ra-cy of the materials

and facilities. Next, st@rt-pp processes would be reviewed to see where

breakdowns occurred in training the teachers or arderlft_materials.

Then start-up inputs would be examined to determine where .the PIP

-appeared deficient, where the outcomes of selection /adoption were not

as expected, and where money, USOEconstraints, fieldLtest inputs, and

the like; affected training.oz ordering prOcesses.

,,As each category of the mechanism was considered, there were

. _

three judgments to be_made; (a) the category does not bear on the

problem under consideration (e.g., lack of desired attitudes), either'

directly or through any relation to an interven4ng-e4egory that
1
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relates to the proW.em; (b) the category is'relevant to the problem,

but cards are already prepared for the deviations at this site that

fall in this category and affect the problem; (c),there appear to be

relevant deviations in the category that were either overlooked in

screening the data or not recorded by site visitors. Where a devi-

ation was simply overlooked, a card was prepared and included in

the appropriate category. Where the information was missing e.g:,

where there was no information as to why specific materials were un-

available): a note was made to obtain the information by phone or during

a subseqdent site visit. An example of die resulting site description

is shown in Table 1, abridged somewhat for illustrative purposes.
e"

Once this backward review procesi was complete for a given problem

4

at a given site, it was repeated for the next start-up outcome and so on

until all of the unintended outcomes were covered. As may be observed

from Table 1, beginning with teacher attitude problems immediately

brings,in a variety of other outcome problems. Thus, successive outcome

problems can be processed quickly, since many of their causes will have

been, previously noted.

Before the process was considered finished for the site, a

forward review was also completed. This involved taking each deviation

in the selection/adoption outcomes, and looking for expected problems

at successive stages. This review was carried out in a manner analogous

to that of the backward review, with each category o'f'each stage. given
.

individual consideration. The result of this entire procedure was a

set of cards for each site, categorizedccording to the model in

Figure i and detailing for each site the critical steps in the replication

19



mechanism where problems occurred. An example of the content for one

r*.
site (actual startup personnel processes) is presented in Horst

et al. (1975).

It should be reemphasized that the description of individual

sites was in terms of the actual problems they encountered. The next

step in processing the fieldtest data wasto combine the data from

all sites using a given PIP and to restate the problems positively

in terms of the processes and characteristics that make up the

intended repticatiori mechanism. The products of this step are six

descriptions, one for each PIP,.of the project replication.mechanism.

These descriptions are, in essence, similar to those developed by SRI/

MC from the PIPs as the first'step in the current study. The two

major differences are that the stages of the replication mechanism

are.explicitly modeled, and the steps which have°proven critical in

the field test are systematically included in the descriptions. The
4

.

desCr4tions should_ dram-provide the required basis for specifying

required PIP revisions.

For the purpcises ordescribing the overall-findings relevant' '

.. ...

toPIP revision and ensuring that formats of PIP descriptions are
.7 .1.-. N

consi =stent 'across PIPs, one final processing step has been undertaken.

---.. .

i The deboriptions for the six individual PIPs have been combined and
.

J summarized into a generalized model of the PIP replication mechanism.

This model is an elaboration of the basic model shown in Figure,1 but)

like the individual PIP descriptions, the model reflects the experience,

of the field test. The model is included in Appendix C.
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Once the generalized model, was complete, it could be used
1

- -

to process field-test data more systematically: SinceSRI
e
staff

used the same analysis categories' to procese..field-test dat., it

was possible to use SRI's analyses of individual sites to dempile

summaries for eaqb PIP with brief site ratings for each category. A

set of six summary analysis notebooks was prepared with a section for
-

each column of the PIP replication Mechanism (e.g., start-up processes),

andi within each section, a page for each row (e.g.., materials selection!

ordering). These pages were numbered for cross-referencing to, the

revisions notebook described below. The analysis summaries focused on

field-test-site problems that showed'a need for:revision, rather than

attempting to" document field-test 'results in general.

Each PIP analysis summary was prepared jointly with.a revision

summary. In a second set of notebooks, One-for each project, RMC

,t
staff litted revision recommendations for the proposed new components

.0

of the Analysis and Selection Kit (ASK) and PIP. .'

Revision recommendations were keyed to the analysis summary by

indicating the section where the justification for revisions could be found.

In the revision recommendations, sources for revision data were also

listed. The analysis and revision notebooks are designed to be the

basic source materials used in preparing revised versions of the ASK

and PIP materials.

Cf
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III FIELD-TEST RESULTS

A
With the completion of the first year of data collection,

\certain problems and issues are apparent which will affect recommenda-

tions on-114P revisions and, ultigately, the viability of the entire

Hi' replication concept. These problems and issues have emerged as

themes that run across the various stages of the PIP replication model

(see rigure1) and, in fact, are probably relevant to any replication or

dissemination program.

In this section of the report we discuss five of the most central

themes and their relevance to recommendations for PIP revisions.

These themes are: (a) the motivational issues in replicating a com-

pensatory education project developed outside of the replicating

district;.(b) the impact of federal funds on a replication project;

(c) the identification of an appropriate context for replicating.a

project; (d) the timing and scheduling of the replication effort;

and (e).the importance of he project director in the replication .

mechanism. Following the discussion of these five themes, we deal'

with several additional themes more briefly and list the sr ific

concepts which proved most difficult to convey.

Motivation for Replication

Perhaps the most basic issue in developing a PIP replication
0 .

mechanism concerns'the reasons that anyone would want to replicate

a project developed by someone else. The reasons, as originally viewed

by RMC, seemed obvious and straightforward. The evidence is clear

that very few schools have developed compensatory education projects

23
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that have proven impressively effective. Thus, it seemed likely that

many less successful schools would jump at the chance to replicate a

project that- embodied the secrets of success.

As RMC interacted with a variety of school personnel, it became

apparent that this view was quite naive. It had seemed obvious to the

RMC staff members that the development of a successful project is,

technically, an exceedingly difficult task, that very few schools have

been able to develop such projects, and that the most rigorous evaluation

of achievement gains is a critical step in demonstrating effectiveness.

However, it appeared that this orientation was not widely held among

applied educators and, in fact, was totally'alien to many. Instead, a

more common philosophy appeared to be that a professional educator is

capable of identifying a successful project when he or she sees it and

furtheriore, is able to choose selectively those ideas which will be

helpful in his own school.

The RMC view implies intensive efforts to Identify projects that

A
really work" (and, to the extent possible, to determine why they

work), and then to replicate their essential features as accurately

as possible in-liew settings. The more common view implies that the

local educator should have a continual stream of ideas coming across

his or her desk from as many "successful" projects as possible, so

that he or she might select those Ideas best suited to his or her

school situation.

In the PIP field test this discrepancy in viewpoints has had'

a major impact. The PIP materials were written with the idea that a

24-
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site would be looking for complete informption about what the exemplary

site had done so that the new site could learn all of the approaches

and emphases that made the project effective and could replicate the

exemplary project as faithfully as possible. Actually, replicating

sites have tended to search the PIPb looking for "good ideas" and, more

to the point, looking for specific requirements that they must meet as

a condition of their funding grants. In fact, the major concern of some

sites has seemed to be how far they will be allowed to go in changing

the projectsto suit their perceived needs.

Since some field-test sites differ considerably from the exemplary

sites, interest in adaptation is inevitable, and this theme is discussed

below. The immediate impact on the field test was, however, to raise

the issue of enforced compliance with PIP specifications. In particular,

USOE asked RMC to settle questions as to which specifications should,

be enforced and which should not. This required a rather abrupt change

in the orientation of the RMC staff. For approximately a year, they

had been attempting to answer the question: "Given a site similar

to the developer site, what will the personnel need and wish to know

in order to replicate the original project?" The new question might

be phrased: "Given a site which may differ substantially from the

developer site, which project features, if forced upon the site, would

be sufficient to ensure effective, instruction?"

These questions are certainly oversimplified and the latter,

in particular, is offered more as an attempt to define one of the possi-

ble extremes than as an attempt to portray accurately the USOE emphasis.

25



s.

Ili fact, while this latter question appears to RHO to be unanswerable,

there do appear to be techniques for increasing the likelihood that

replicating sites will be motivated to replicate accurately.

A "carrot and stick" approach by a funding agency is the most

straightforward approach. The carrot in the fora of funds and assis-

tance should provide the means of replication. The stick could take the

form of firm insistence (by monitors thoroughly familiar with project

features) on compliance with the spirit of the projects.

Where funds and monitoring mechanisms are unavailable, it may

still be possible to encourage replication. Carefml selection of sites

and project directors can ensure that replication will be feasible and

that relevant personnel will have a positive attitude toward replication.

Sites can be given time to carry out the PIP prescribed activities.

'Finally, for concepts that were widely overlooked or ignored in the

field test, PIP materials should incorporate a heavy emphaiis on

convincing the replicators. The motivation and rationale for the project

approach should be carefully presented, and the consequences of ignoring

the approach, illustrated by anonymous examples from the field test,

should te explained.

Impact of Federal Funds

A second major theme which has emerged from the PIP field test

is the impact of federal funding on all aspects of the replication process.

Some of the effects are a result of the interaction of funding considera-

tions with problems peculiar to a given site. Others are no doubt

related to the fact that sites knew little more at the time they applied

26
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for field-test grants than that funds were available. They were,

in every sense, applying for a pig-in-a-poke, knowing only that they

would be required to put up with an unspecified amount of evaluation and

federal control in return for the funds and the PIP. Thus, while most

sites reported specific instructional goals as their primary motivation,

the bias may have been toward sites wiIiiCogiieiling needs for money as

opposed to sites eager to repiicats a particular PIP project.

It now appears that at least three factors related Us funding

will always operate to a greater or lesser extent in any replicating

site. One is simply that, given funds, sites will be motivated to repli-

cate projects whether or not they are convinced in advance of the utility

of doing so. However, they may apply for a grant with no real intention

of replicating precisely. The need for money may override concerns

about adhering to project intent.

The second factor'is reflected in project directors becoming

overly concerned with slavish adherence to minor details in the PIPS

in order to meet grant requirements, while ignoring more central

project concepts. This problea of failing to see the forest for the

trees was aggravated in the field test by lack of time to assimilate

PIP concepts.

The third factor is the amount of iewer acquired by the project

and project director simply by virtue of controlling a large sum of

money. Where properly used, this power. may be4very helpful in over-

coming a variety of obstacles but where used excessively, as in

commandeering space or placing heavy demands on principals, it may

alienate the very people on whom the project depends: for support.

27
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Appropriate Context

A third theme that-pervades the field test is the Importance

of an appropriate context for each PIP. The range of permissible

variation differs substantially from PIP to PIP, but even the most

widely applicable projects Could not be considered "universal."

Many objective site characteristics can be matched fairly mechan-

ically. Suitable sites must have the same problem that the selected

project was designed to solve. This may'Aean little more than matching

subject matter and student level, but lack of matching, particularly

on student level, his proven troublesome in certain test sites. The

size and organization of the school system must be such as to'permit

some reasonable configuration of the PIP project. Projects designed

for large, urban districts may not be reasonable when scaled down to

fit a small rural school. On the other hand, large districts cannot

expect to serve their entire population of students during the first

year, especially in those projects that require establishing a separate

laboratory for every 50 or 75 students served. Both problems have been

encountered in the field test.

The personnel at the replicating site must accept the basic

concepts of the project and of the PIP replication process. Acceptance

of the project includes the specific materials, tests, hardware, and

motiVationsl techniqueras well as the general instructional concepts

of the project. It also means'acceptance of the origin of the project,

including the socioethnic make-up of.the exemplary-site staff and

students. All of these issues have arisen at one or more of the field-

tebt sites.
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Two implications of'these context issues should be noted. First,

replicating sites find many reasons for wishing to adapt projects to

fit local preferences. In many cases, the things they wish to change

may be the very ones which make the project work and, further, their

reasons for making changes may be without justification. For example,

in one site the project director wanted to change the materials used

OD teach reading because, he said, the materials recommended in the PIP

had been tried previously in the district and the students had found

them boring and frustrating. The project director was prevailed upon

to order the PIP-specified materials and, according to the SRI site

visitor who subsequently observed students using the materials, the

students seemed highly motivated and interested. When used in the PIP-

prescribed manner, the materials appeared to be very satisfactory.

The second implication of the context issue concerns the content

of the ASK. Clearly if a replicating site is to match the exemplary

site on all of the variables suggested above and is to adeept the project

in its entirety, the replicating site personnel must be aware of all the

issues before deciding they wish to apply for the project. This means

that the issues must be clearly laid out in the ASK materials, and

recommendations to this effect are given in the next section of this

.report.

Time and Scheduling

The amount of time required cor atart-up and the specific times

of year that various tasks should be accomplished are discussed in Chapter

I of this volume. The issue .s elaborated here because of the central role

that timing plays in the replication mechanism as perceived by RMC.
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1

Therbasic'. ctivities of start-up are obtaining and training

staff, obtainin materials and facilities, arranging for student schedul-

ing,,and eliciting support for the project. The late start clf the field

test has resulted in problems in all these areas at virtually every

site. Success in dealing with the problems has varied according to the

nature of the.problem, the project, and the particular site in question.

Perhaps the major problem is in obtaining appropriate staff.

Several sites have had to settle for inexperienced project directors

or teachers because experienced personnel were already committed. This

problem ,is difficult to correct because, once hired, inappropriate staff

are difficult to replace. It is clear this may be expected to have a

permanen't impact on the project.

Few of the sites were able to follow PIP training specifications

before starting the project instructional activities and, while the

effects of experience and in- service training should dissipate this

,problem with time, it is bound to have some adverse effect 'on the initial

operation of the project. Also, once staff membeis become used to operas-

ing a project incorrectly, it becomes more difficult to introduce new

techniques. This could have a more permanent impact on project effec-

tiveness.

Problems with ordering materials are relatively straightforward.

The major requirement is for current information on what to order and

enough lead time .so that materials can arrive and teachers can familiar-

ize themselves with the materials before school starts. The arrival of

certain materials Wore school starts is critical to appropriate

30
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instruction in most projects. If substitutions are made for basic

materials, the character of the projects could be entirely different.

This is clear in tutoring projects that use a structured sequence. . . 4

If materials requiring ifery different types of interaction are used,

the project is likely to become established in an inappropriate pat-

tern. In_at least one lab project, teacher-made dittos were substituted

for commercial materials for several months. Behavior problems and an

atlosphere of tedium, so inappropriate to a laboratory project, were

evident until materials arrived. This would be unnecessary if ordering

was completed early enough. Allocation of facilities, is more compli-

cated since commitments are usually made in the spring or summer.

Scheduling of students is closely related since, like allocation of

facilities, it is usually handled by the achaol principals and is

fixed in spring'or early summer. Most sites were able to provide

some sort of solution to these problems, but in some cases the last-
.

minute reallocation of facilities and the reshuffling of schedules

aroused lasting hostility at the sites.

After problems with obtaining personnel, the Most irreversible

effect of a summer starting date would appear at this paint to be the\

impossibility of involving school personnel at an early date and

, is

eliciting support.upport. It is still too soon to assess the ultimate

impact of this problem on project success, but it is clear that projects

do not survive without fairly widespread support, and it may be that

long term funding would be required to permit a project to recover from

early hostility.
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Appropriate Project Director

The final major theme to be developed here is the critical role of

the project director. In every project, the project director is the

administrat..e driving force that must make the pioject work. In four of

the six projects, the project director also plays an active professional

role in the operation of the project. Vithout a highly motivated and

reasonably dynamic pieject director there is littleireason to expect

that any of the projects cans succeed.

In the search for successful projects cdfdu4ed by RMC., the

qualities or the project director seemed to be among the major variables

affecting project effectiveness. While a good project director is

clearly not sufficient to ensure success, the contributions of a director

seem to be necessary to the operation of most of the projects reviewed,

and, in particular, to four of the six..PIP projects: Although RMC tried

to find projects which minlmiged the importance of any one key person,

very few such projects could be identified. Only the, two tutoring

projects appear to be able to operate with only administrative inputs

from the director, and even these projects require a highly competent

director during the start-up stage.

, The need for qualified project directors has figured in all of

the PIP mechanism development. The general solution, as 00-riceived by

RMC, is to select the best project director available as part of the

selection/adoption stage, and to provide him or her with a maximum of

support in the PIP. Due to the time schedule for the field test,

very little input to the.selection of project directors Was possible,

and the test-site project directors are, in general, one or more steps
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down the administrative ladder from the project directors in the exemplary

sites. In some sites, a combination of enthusiasm, talent, and PIP

inputs has produced remarkably good results, but in others the lack of

experience has reduced the success of the projects. -

To a large extent, district-level officers, much like the exemplary

site project directors, were responsible for obtaining the grants. How-
.

ever; rather than operating the projects themselves, they have assigned

the title of'Project Director to 'a person at a lower level (e.g., a

local reading coordinator). This has created administrative structures

quite different froi.the exemplarylites, where the administrative

authority and operational responsibility resided in a single person.

tn,many of the replicating sites, the project director has the opera-

tional responsibility while much of the authority appears to remain

in the hands of the district officer who obtained the grant.

The problem of authority structure was aggravated in the field

test by time problems. Some of the project directors were new to

administrative positions, and would have benefited, no doubt, by time

to assimilate their new responsibilities and by the mechanisms built
. _r

into the PtPs to establish their authority (e.g., project directors
,

are supposed to hire the remaining staff" but in the field test this

was often done by the district officer who obtained the grant before

the project director was hired).
1

From the beginning, RUC has viewed the selection of an appropriate

project director and the establishmenE of an appropriate role for the

project director as central to successful project operation. As data
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have been collected during the field test, this view has been clearly

substantiated, although the'unexpected ability of inexperienced

administrators to set up a successful project with the aid of a. PIP

has also been encouraging.

Other Themes

The impact of the SRI/AHC evaluation is hard t%measure, but

has clearly been a factok in,the replication. Many tasks have been

initiated or completed to coincide With SRI /RMC site visits. In

several cases, the first involvement of the project director was during

the August iti visit. There may be cases where tasks were'rushed'un-

Inecessaril to meet a site visit deadline.

rifThe eed for technical assistance is clearly a function of the

skills of the staff and the similarity of the replicating site to the

exemplar site. However, even where sites are doing very well, there,

appears o be a felt need Zr reassurance on occasion. It also appears

that rel ante on the exemplary site for technical assistance will not

--

be sati factory. The exemplary sites are not experts on the start-up

process since they did not develop ,the projects on the same time scale.

Furthermore, projects and project directors change at the exemplary sites,

and even the original project directors may not unte;stand the problems

faced by a site in a different context. In any case, if more than a

few sites were to repliCate in any one year, the cons ting load on the

exemplary site would be excessive.

7

Some sites desire technical assistance on w s of compensating

for deyiations, that is, if they have hired the ong type of teachers'

I
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or obtained inadequate facilities they want advice on what to do

to get the same results as the exemplary sites. Suchlhdvice may

amount to changing the project in Lajor ways and, wiLhclit evidence

of effectivewess, must be considered as speculative. To the extent

possible this problem should be resolved by improving the selection/

adoption process to preclude major devOtions.

Budgeting problems of various types have occurred in several

sites. tOne product of the fieldtest resource cost analysis is an

0

improved budgeting mode!. For example; several districts did not

.

release eno'u'gh funds at the start of the project to allow for the

purchase of needed,materials. This kind of budgeting problem should

be dealt with during selection /adoption phase.

1

Missed or Misunderstood PIP Concepts

While the themes discussed above stand out as critical in the

revision of the PIP replication mechanism, many specific issues are

also emerging., We discuss several of 'these WOW.'

The preservice workshops were widely viewed as orientation

sessions and, therefore, not very important. In revised PIPS these

workshops should be presented as the central mechanism fSr putting

the project together. They might be renamed Project" Installation,

Workshops.

Mechanisms for establishing the roles of the project director

were not followed. The importanWfactor of involvement in obtaining

the grant was not practical in the current field test. The need for a

highlevel person was not generally perceived. The jobs appeared to
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be oneyear, temporary positions. At some sites, staff members were

hired before the project directors. Some project Airectors do not

have complete authority over their budgets. The ultimate effects of

these problems are still not clear.

Procedures for selection of students were not understood as

I

having multiple objectives. Some sitesstreamlined the procedures or

used existing district procedures and lost the intended contact betWeen

the regular classroom teachers and the project teachers. Even exten

sive discussion in the PIPs did not convey the importance of this issue.

The value of the interactions with students during the selection process

was also overlooked.

Enlisting the support of the regular clasqroom teachers has been

given a low priority in several sites. In addition to the student

selection procedures mentioned above, ether PIP specified mechanisms

have been ignored.

Learning Atmosphere

Most PIP field-rtest sites focused on the required machines, the

correct number of students, the appropriate categories of pesonnel, the

correct schedules, and other clearly defined objective features. The

=11=1=,...

r.Isult was that projects appeared superficially to be good replications,

even outdoing the exemplary sites in materials, equipment, and decora

tions. Unfortunately, these trappings are not, in themselves, sufficient

to ensure student learning. The actual interaction between teacher and

students during instructionoften differed in very important ways from

that intended; a few replications became caricatures of exemplary site

projects. .
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The less structured the program, the more this was a problem.

For example, in Catch -Up, which has a relatively unstructured teaching

situation, it is quite possible to equip the labs perfectly and still

miss the Catch-Up approach completely. In'Conquest, however, which

. has a more highly structured instructional system,. the cartels and

programed materials contribute substantially to creating the Conquest

approach.

A solution for the less structured ptoject may be to present the

instructional approach on videotape or film to the new teachers, site

these media are more suited to conveying the atmosphere and dynamic

interactions of the project than is simple printed exposition.

Iv

tt.
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IV SPECIFICATIOUS FOR PIP,. REPLICATION

M2CHANISM MATERIALS

Assumptions and Issues

To be fully effective, materials for use in any replication

effort'must be carefully tailored to the exact processes that will

actually operate. The'specifications described in this section are

intended to reflect both the expdrience gained from the PIP fieldtest

mechanism and the RMC understanding of the mechanisms that may be

established iv succeeding years. The following key assumptions affect

the specifications in major ways:

Ability to Replicate

PIPS are not .projects. They are simply packages of Information

about projects and provide 'neither the resources nor the attitudes

that the projects require. In designing a4PIP, it mustbe assumed

that any site attempting to usejthe information to replicate a project

will have access to the necessary building blocks. In general, these

include the availability of a'qualified project director, appropriate

staff, fands to pay these personnel and purchase materials, and basic

facilities required for the project. The ability to replicate also

requires a supportive school district environment, where the principles

of the project are acceptable and the acquisitionof appropriate staff

and materials is facilitated.

To some extent, it is possible to compensate for deficiencies

in the experience of personnel. In particular, it has been found. in the

_field test that a talented and enthusiastic project director can make

up for a lack,of administrative experience by relying on PIP guidance.
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Similarly, talented teachers learn new approaches and techniques readily.

Revised materials should provide these inexperienced but talented personnel

with the additional information they need to acquire the new skills

quickly. Rut in general, a PIP can only describe the required context

and resource.. it can not supply them.

Motivation to Replicate

Given an appropriate context with the requircd personnel and

material resources, it must still be assumed that a site has some

motivation to replicate a project. During the initial PIP development

process, it was assumed that the opportunity to install a uniquely

successful p dect would provide the incentive to follow the procedures

of the originating projects as closely as possible. This has not proven

to be true since professional educators do not generally perceive

project success as being extraordinarily unique or difficult to achieve

and are incliled to trust their own judgments on specific details

rather than following PIP instructions slavishly.

The field test involved a much-more tangible incentive in

the form of money, that is, careful adherence to PIP instructions

t:/as a condition of the fieldtest grants. This procedure was quite

effective In getting sites to follow the PIPS, even in cases where

PIP procedures were initially perceived as arbitrary or undesirable

by the replicating staff. it _is interesting to, note that, in several

instances where sites initiated such procedures grudgingly, the prece-

dures proved their north and the attitudes of site personnel toward

them became increasingly positive. In any case,. it now appears
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unlikely that large-scale funding will be a continuing part of the

PIP replication mechanism and any "enforcement" of PIP procedures by

any agency appears unlikely. It must be "assumed, then, that the basic

motivation to follow the procedures specified in the PIPS will have to

be generated by the PIP materials themselves.

Timing of the Replication Process

A basic motivation for the PIP development effort has been the

perceived desirability of establishing new, successful projects in

short periods oc time. All existing PIPS are based on schedules that

will have the prqects reasonably operational when school opens in

the fall. To meet this schedule, most projects require extensive

start-up activities during the preceding spring and summer months.

The costs of star.:-up include staff time and the.materials to equip

project rooms. These costs may run from a. few thousand dollars up

to twenty or thirty thousand dollars, depending on the nature and

size of the project.

The PIP specifications assume that.the associated funding

problems are mana;eable. if, due to budgetary considerations,

materials ordering and other start-up activities must be delayed until

July or even later, the current PIP mechanism will not be suitable for

most projects. r ,pensating for the lack of spring start-up is not

simply a matter e. Rlipping the September start date by a few months.

In general, the required teachers and other resources have already

been committed to other projects by the end of spring term and are

simply unavailable.
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This is not to say that a 'PIP using a-different'time scale

would be either less useful or more difficult to design. PIPS de-
.

signed to permit start-up over a period of one to two years would be

quite possible. They should also fill a very real need, especially

in schools which have in the past been unable to develop effective

projects on any time scale. It should also be noted that the current

PIPs are, in a sense, evolutionary approaches requiring several years

for complete development, since only rather small configurations are

recommended for the first year of most projects. Nevertheless, the

current PIP mechanism is based on a one-year timeline, from awareness

to operations, and the utility of the PIP materials recommended in

this report rests on the assumption that' funds will be available

for spring start-up.

Two other issues must be discussed briefly. The first concerns

the amount of technical assistance needed gy a site to replicate a

project. -an-some cases,. PIP materials recommend specific kihds of

technicalt4ssistance,and describe how the assistance can be obtained.

In most field-test sites, project directors and teachers felt a need

for moral support and wanted to see the originating sites or talk

to the exemplary project director. owever, it did not appear that

replicators needed contact with the exemplary project to replicate

accurately, or that the exemplary project director was theest source,

even where information was truly needed. For these reasons the

Specifications for revised PIP materials are still based on the

assumption that replicators will not have access to the exemplary

sites.
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A final and especially critical issue concerns the relation

of a PIP replication project to existing projects in the district.

In the field test, PIP projects have been used to fill in areas

of need which no preexisting projects addressed. An alternative

use which now appears likely is the use of a PIP to replace an

existing project. This.possibility has _profound implications for

the viability of the PIP concept, especially where the only hope

for the success of the selected PIP project is to release estab

lished personnel ;and hire a new project director and staff. The

practical and political problems of such an attempt should be obvi

ous, and there appears to be a definite possibility that sites will

try to use PIPs in this way. The problem of using inappropriate

existing staff or facilities in PIP projects should be addressed in

the ASK so that it will.arise as seldom as possible in practice, but

beyond that, methods for dealing with this problem are beyond the

scope of the PIP materials.

Revision Principles

In addition to the above issues and assumptions, there are

several general revision principles that apply to all PIPs. The first

involves changing the PIP materials from a process orientation to

an outcome orientation. This change is recommended as a result of

the persisting confusion over the issue of the "essential features"

of each project. In the prototype 'Ws, the project features were

presented by describing project resources and explaining processes

for using the resources. Given this approach, the task of defining

exactly which features were "essential" and which were "flexible"
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was impossible for two reasons. On the one band, there are always

several ways of doing anything and, in some instances, the exemplary

site may have chosen a particular appFoach rather arbitrarily. On

the other hand, the approach used by the exemplary.site may have

been developed to capitalize on a unique situation and might have

" had very different results in 'a slightly different setting. Clearly,

the outcomes, not the procedures, were essential, 'and the revised -

PIP should make these outcomes completely clear.

As discussed in the introduction to this volume, the identi-

fication of these outcomes is still a judgmental process which

aepends on the insight ofthe personnel who analyze the exemplary

site. However, most. of the essential outcomes are fairly obvious,

broad, and noncontroversial (e.g., regular classroom teachers support

the project and release studenti willingly; project teachers know

each student's needs and provide suitable instruction).

This is not to say that exemplary site procedures are un-

important. To a large extent it is the development of workable pro-

cedures rather than the setting of unusual goals that distinguishes

successful Projects.. Therefore, an approach of convincing replica-

tors of the value of project procedures is the second major PIP

revision principle. This principle derives from the assumption dis-

cussed above that there will be no monetary incentives to replicte

accurately. In the field-test sites, PIP procedures were followed

initially because doing so was a condition of the grants and, since
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most of the procedures proved to. be unusually effective, it is

reasonable to hOpe that these procedures will be continued. In

lieu of such incentives it will be necessary to convince replica-

tors that PIP-specified procedures, while possibly requiring some

site-specific adaptation, are basically practical and effective,

and further, that commonly tried alternative procedures are likely

to fail. Without the experience of the field test this approach

would have been impossible. However, a considerable amount of

information has been gained from the field test on the features that

sites will tend to modify and, in many cases, on the consequences

of such modification;

A third revision principle concerns the physical organization

of PIP materials. In the prototype PIPs-,hall of the materials were

packaged in a single largebox and, within the box, were divided

among 10 drawers on the basis of content. Only a single copy of

each item was included in the box. This arrangement assumed that

certain items would be shared among the project staff. Other items

such as the teachers' manuals, which were clearly required in multiple

copies, had to be packaged separately for shipping.

In the field test, the principle of sharing items did not

work out, and it quickly became apparent that each person who needs

access to a particular item should have his or her own copy. As

materials were completed, it also became clear that the multidrawer

boxes were unnecessarily bulky, and that by incorporating the con-

tent of various booklets as sections or chapterb of the major mantels,
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a much more compact and usable package would resat. Therefore,

it is recommended that the revised PIPS should be organized by type

of personnel, with all required items packaged together for shipping.

In practice, this will usually mean that one package of project

director materials andwtveral packages of teachers' materials would

be ordered by each site. For some projects, additional packages will

be required for principals or other special personnel. The contents

of each package are discussed below.

A fourth revision principle is the addition of information

on training and instruction. Of course there will also be extensive

revision or expansion of every section of the PIFs to eliminate spe-

cific sources of confusion encountered by field-test sites, 'but the

major modification will be the creation of essentially new materials

on pre- and in-service training, and on instructional techniques.

In keeping with the original conception of PIFs as information

packages, very little in the way of training material was provided

in the prototypes fof either project-directors or teachers. Thui,

while project directors were told what training topics to cover with

,,project teachers, they were not told how to conduct the training.

Similarly, teachers were .provided with descriptions of the kinds

of instruction they were expected to provide, but it was left to the

project director or to their own skills to organize the instructional

program. Although this approach mirrored the development of the

exemplary Project and was reasonably successful in a few of the field.?

test sites, in general it was clear that additional materials

would be required for the,project directors if a satisfactory
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preservice workshop were to be conducted, and that teachers could

establish appropriate instructional techniques more quickly and

with much more confidence if they were given detailed guidelines

on how to proceed. These additional materials are described below

in this section and in Appendix-A.

\\\ A fifth and final revision principle is the addition of the

futng agencies and potential project monitors or consultants as

integr parts of the PIP replication mechanism. This revision of

the mechah ism generates a coitesponding need to provide information

and materials hat may help the various officials contribute to the

success of the replication process. While this critical component

of the mechanism \s still in a state of flux, it is possible to

identify desirablenputs from relevant agencies and to provide the

materials that would enable them to make such inputs. It is under

stood that as the dissemination.mechanisms evolve, these materials

should be adapted to fit new requirements.

Recommended Materials for the-Revised PIP Replication Mechanism

The various manuals, brochures, and other materials now

recommended for use in the PIP replication mechanism are listed in

Table 2 and are discussed below. Detailed specifications are listed

in Appendix A. These materials were discussed in RMC's preliminary

revision recommendations (Horst et al. 1975) in relation to the pro
.

totype PIP components. Subsequent inputs from the field test and

USOE have resulted in further reorganization and in changing the

names of some items. These changes'have been indicated in the dis

cusslons of the items.
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Table 2

RECOMMENDED MA/ERIALS FOR THE REVISED
PIP REPLICATION MECHANISM*

Selection/Adoption Materials

Analysis and Selection Kit (ASK)
1. Overview brochure -----
2. Project Selection Guide
3. Project description booklets (6)
4: Criteria checklists'(6)

Project Orientation and PIP Application Materials
5. Presenting-Project (guide)

6. Fibastripicassette tape
'- 7. One-page handout description

8. Illustrated brochure
9. Poster

10. Applying for a PIP
.11. Budgeting Worksheas

Funding Agency Materials
12. Disseminating agency manuals

'13, Applying for a PIP (model)

Start-Alp/Operation,Materials

Project-Director's Materials
14. Project Management Directory (with Evaluation Manual)
15. Materials /Equipment Package

16. Project Management Calendar
II. Orientation/public relations package
184 Training Manual
19. Training videotape
20. Tape/ slides ,skill training kit (PIR_only)____

Teacher's Materials
21. Teacher s Manual,
22. Project - developed materials (Materials /Equipment Package

mateeials for Other .Personnel

23. Conquest counselor's manual
24. Conquest nurse's manual
25. PTR principal's manual

* See Appendix A for specifications.
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Materials are grouped An Table 2 into adoption/selection items

(formerly referred to collectively as ASK items) and start-up/

operation items (formerly referred to as PIP items). This grouping

is determined by the initial point in the replicationinechanism at

which materials are expected to be used. ,Most of the selection/adoption

items will continue be be used during start-up and operation.

Analysis and Selection Kit (ASK)

The concepts and scope of the ASK have changed continually

during their 'development in parallel with the corresponding development

of the dissemination mechanism to which the ASK relates. It now appears

certain that this development process will 'continue and that no single

fixed mechanism will be established in the immediate future. -In

developing these recommendations, an attempt has been made to make the

14, fr

materials as flexible as possible so as not to restrict 'their usefulness
1

to any single dissemination 'process, but it must be recognized that 4

unanticipated changes may require further modifications or revisions of

the materials.

In this report the term "ASK" has been reserved for the initial

.package of awareness and selection materials that a potential replica-

fr

0

tor will receive. The specific items in the ASK are;

Item

Overview.brochure

Project Selection Guide
Project description booklets
Criteria ch4cklists
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This set of materials is inended to introduce district level

local education agency (LEA) personnel to the concepL of the PIPs and

to the features of the six PIP projects. In addition; it should provide

enough information on each of the projects to let the LEA official

determine the suitability of each project for his district. Throughout

these materials, the distinction between the projects themselves.and

the information packages which tell how to replicate the projects must

be clearly maintained. While some educators may feel the need to see

the complete set of PIP materials before determining whether they will

be adeq,..ate.to support the replication process in their districts, the

ASK materials should pr sent the project features and requirements in

enough detail to permit sglection among the six projects.

Getting an appropriate tone for the ASK materials presents some

rather unusual problems,'since the ASK must serve both marketing and

screening functions. Since the entire gurpose of the PIP deVelopment

effort is to Improve compensator.), education on the widest possible

scale, the marketing role of the ASK is clearly critical. All LEAs

which could benefit from a PIP should have the PIP concept sold to

,themin the most convincing way possible. However, many LEAs will

not be suitable PIP sites and these sites must be thoroughly and

. systematically discouraged from applying for a PIP. This requires

a somewhat unconventional marketing strategy emphasizing that the PIP

replication mechanism is very effective but only if the LEA conforms

to the prerequisites.
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It is intended that sites expressing serious interest in ob-

taining a PIP should get the entire set of ASK materials as a unit.

However, some of the items may be useful in isolation as well. The

Overview Brochure, in particular; is designed to do double duty.

Recommended specifications call for a six to eightpage brochure in

an attractive format. It should provide an overview of the availabl,-

prvjects and of the history and features of the packages that can be

absorbed in no more than a few moments. In principle, this overview

Could be bound into the PIP concept booklet, but RMC is convinced that

tfie same information will be needed in the format of a low-cost brochure

suitable for mailing or handing out on a large scale and, given that

such a bre-Mite exists; it seems more efficient to simply enclose it

in the ASK than to rearrazjge 'the information and print it'in the PIP

concept booklet.'

The Project Selection Guide together 4th the project description

booklet, should describe the details of the PIP feplication mechanism

and the types of materials' included in a PIP as well as the major

features and demands\on the distKicts for each project. In short,

after reading these materials, the LEA official should be able to

decide whether he or she is interested in a. PIP and, if so, which

project is most suitable. The decision should be.based on a clear

understanding of what the district would be getting, and whk it

would be getting into. 1.

The Project Selection Guide is intended primarily as an intro-

duction and guide to the use of the six project description booklets,

a
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although it could also be used alone as a detailed introduction to

the projects and the PIPS. The major portion of the booklet should

follow the topics and format of th'e project description booklets, but

should deicribe .the purpose of each topic and should discuss relevant

project features that are common across all or most of the projects.

In addition to the projects, however, the Project Selection

Guide should also describe the PIP materials and their intended use

so that the reader can visualize the kinds of assistance that the

PIP can provide and, equally important, the kinds of things that are

not included in a PIP. It is especially important to make clear that
4

the PIP is "clan-tied to permit the total replication of a complete,

successful instructional and management system, and that it is not

a useful grab bag of new techniques or ideas that can be pulled out

and used in isolation.

Ideally, a third kind of information concerning the avail

ability of grants and procedures for making applications should also

be included in the Project Selection Guide. However, since this

information will vary from state to state and from year to year it

is recommended that it be developed separately by the appropriate

funding agencies and inserted with the ASK materials.

Six project description booklets are recommended, one for

each project. Each booklet should begin with a short narrative

description of the most significant project features. Then in more

detail, the booklet should (a) cover the instructional and management

features systematically, (b) describe feasible project configuratUns
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and associated costs, (c) explain the project requirements for per

sonnel and other resources and facilities, (d) outline the tasks

and schedules that would be involved in getting the project started,

and (e) summarize the project features and demands in a checklist.

Since these booklets will serve as the introduction to the

!Ws, they should be attractively designed and illustrated. Design

should alio take into consideration the critical nature of the

information involved, since the failure on the part of a reader to

identify a single important- point could lead to an inappropriate

choice and consequent waste of effo4t and money.

To facilitate comparisons among projects, it is recommended

that the six booklets have identical format and be bound separately

so that they can be opened to the same page and placed side by side

for comparison of a single feature across projects. Booklets should

be carefully coordinated so that common features are described in

similar or identical wording wherever they occur; differences in

the wording or order of points should indiCate only real differences

among the projects.

The criteria checklists are the final recommended item in the

ASK. These lists are modified summary checklists from the project

description booklets, printed on separate sheets of paper. Assuming

that LEAs will apply_to obtain a PIP from some state or federal agency,

this checklist should become the application blank for the next set

of material's (the project orientation and PIP application materials).

The checklist itself should be completed by the LEA, indicating
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agreements with project philosophy, availability of required personnel

and other resources, and so on.

The purpose of including the checklists is to emphasize to the

applicant that, as part of the subsequent proposal, it will be neces

sary to convince the agency that all of the listed points have been

considered and that the selected project will indeed be suitable for

the applicant's district. It is recognized that no such review process

may be established in time for use in the fall of 1975, but the problem

of getting the LEA to consider all of the important points in detail

is a critical one, and RMC believes that the checklist/application

offers a partial solution. Therefore,. it is strongly urged that the

most thorough review process possible be established for processing

applications and that the checklist or some reasonable alternative

play.a central role.

Project Orientation Materials

The ASK materials are intended to let,the LEA determine whether

. a PIP is desirable and, if so,'for which project. Assuming that

the appropriate district officials have decided to pursue the pos

sibility of a PIP for a specific project, some asssumptions must

be made as to what materials they will need next. The working

assumption of the PIP replication mechanism is that they will have

to present the proposed project to various grdups (e.g., school

board, superintendent, principals, teachers, parent advisory group's)

for approval and, concurrently, develop plans for funding the project.

It is recommended that a set of materials be provided to assist
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in these tasks. (Ail of the orientation materials will have continuing
.

application through startup and into the operational stage of the

project.) This set of materials (previously labeled ASK III) includes

the following items:

Presenting Project (guide)

Filmstrip/eassette tape
Onepap* ulndout description
Illustratoi brochure
Poster

Applying for a PIP
Budgz-ting Worksheets

While the LEA official will have had access to the ASK materials,

he or she will probably find that they are not suitable for preparing

a presentation to any of the groups named above. The ASK materials

are designed permit comparisons.among six projects rather than to

facilitate the i.iresentation of a single one. The ASK also emphasizes

the potential protfem areas for each project, most of which should

not be relevant in sites which have reached the stage of seriously

considering proceeding With a particular PIP project.

The materials needed for a presentation are somewhat different.

First, a model outline for a presentation should be included. Then

the basic points about the project'should be extracted from the

appropriate project description booklet along with the general points

and PIP description from the PIP concept booklet. Suggestions on

uses of the filmstrip/tape orientation and the printed materials should

also be included, and a set of questions to expect should be listed

along with appropriate answers in summary form. Special emphasis

should be placed on project features that have proven either especially
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attractive or particularly troublesome to replicating sites. All of

the above information should be incorporated into a single guide booklet

for each project (Presenting Project ).

The filmstrip/cassett tape represents a conventional and

fairly successful orientation medium. The film/tape presentations in

the prototype PIPs received mixed receptions but were used reasonably

effectively in many sites.. The major criticism was an excessive

emphasis on the exemplary sites. Replicators who did not identify

closely with the exemplary site characteristics were reluctant to

use the film/tape. A general shift from a project management orienta-

tion to a students' petspective of project activities is recommended.

It is also clear that substantial improvements can be made in the

general appeal and technical'quality of the films.

Before producing new filmstrips, careful consideration should

be given to the potential advantages of 16 mm sound movie film. Although

production Costs for movie film are higher than for filmstrips, movie

film is asUbstantially more flexible medium for conveying both the

flavor and the'details of project operation. While the filmstrip

is intended only as an orientation itei, the added information possible

in movie film should make a presentation in this medium suitable for

training as well. In this capacity it, could be used as an integral

part of the preservice training workshop both for orientation of new

teachers and, to a lesser extent, for training on specific skills.

Additional uses could be specified for subsequent in-service sessions.

It is anticipated that these uses would improve classroom instruction
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in the replicating sites and, further, that the fi:m would reduce

the high level of concern over not being able to see the exemplary

project in person, and that these advantages would offset the higher

production costs.

In addition to oral and film presentations, replicators clearly-
.

need accurate printed materials to aid them in orienting various

audiences. the prototype PIPs included a variety of posters and

handouts, but the one which was most widely used was a brief one-

page summary of project features. This item was used as a handout

for a wide range of audiences and as a poster for school bulletin

boards.' It is recommended that this item be included in the revised

orientation materials.

Although the one-page handout was widely used in a number of

sites, it was clear that more effective materials could be provided for

some of the uses to which it was put if they could be carefully targeted.

Therefore, it is recommended that the three main areas of use be

distinguished, and separate materials prepared for each area. The

one-page handouts should be directed at interested lay audiences,

especially parents, and existing versions should be reviewed to elim-

inate any overly technical jargon. A second, more detailed, presen-

tation should be'developed for the professional audience including

district level and school personnel. Finally, &poster suitable

for display on a bulletin board should be designed specifically

for that purpose. The objective of this item should be restricted

to its awareness value, and a minumum of text should be included.
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In combination, -these three items should cover the major publicity

and orientation needs expressed by replicating sites. To be maximally

effective, it is recommended that posters not only be "provided in

multiple copies in the project orientation materials, but also that

masters suitable for local reproduction be-included in the project

director's materials.

The two additional items included in this section are designed to-

assist the appropriate district level personnel in preparing proposals

to agencies which might fund the PIP project. The first of these, the

Applyin&for a PIP booklet should ideally list the available sources

of funds and the procedures involved in applying for funds and should

describe in detail the format and content of the required proposal.

Clearly, this information can,only come from the funding agencies.

Unfortunately, it is hot yet possible to specify with any finality

which agencies will participate in disseminating PIP projects or what

their roles will be in selecting, funding, and monitoring PIP sites.

From the standpoint of the LEA official, however, the availability

of accurate information on applying for new funding or meeting the

requirements of existingfundiin'is one of the most critical factors

in determining whether it is possible to proceed with installing a

project. Therefore; AMC recommends that, for the fall of 1975, the

model Applying for a PIP booklet described below under Disseminating

Agency Materials be made available in draft form to the various agen

cies participating in PIP dissemination. It is hoped that this will

contribute to the process of getting-more adequate information to the

'sites. In any event, the draft will receive a critical review prior
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to the preparation of final copy in the spring of 1976, and this review

should Improve the utility of the material for use in subsequent years.

The final item, a set of budgeting worksheets for each PIP, is

a product of the RNC resource cost analysis conducted during the first

year of the PIP field test. The worksheets are intended to eliminate

the major problems encountered by the fieldtest sites in attempting to

construct a, realistic budget for a project about which little is known. ,

The worksheet should provide the LEA with the various line items

required for the project, and the"cost per unit for standard items

(e.g., materials). Appropriate blanks should be provided for the

numbers of units and for the cost per unit of items (such as teachers'

salaries) which vary widely from district to district.

Disseminating Agency.Materials

As discussed above, preparation of any materials for funding

agencies (or other agencies participating in PIP dissemination)

presents some difficulties, ,since the agencies and their roles are

not yet clearly defined. Nevertheless, itiis safe to assume that any

participating agency officials will want to know something about the

PIPs and, further, that some will be in a position to enhance the

replication effort if they are given the information that they need.

Materials to provide this information have been identified collec

timely in previous RMC documents as ASK IV.

'it is assumed that the ASK will be included as a component of

the disseminating agency materials. In addition, it is recommended
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that a disseminating agency manual be prepared covering the following

supplementary content, (a) orientation and history, (b) replication

schedules, (c) proposal preparation, (d) proposal evaluation, (e)

budgeting guidelines, and (f) monitoring of PIP projects..

A supplementary orientation and history section is required in

addition to that in the ASK because of the special position of the

disseminating agency official. It is assumed that the dfficial will

have some interest in the relationship of his or her own organization

to the PIP development and dissemination system and will need to

know the role of, the agency in the replication mechanism. The

official will need to havg an overview of the factors that appear

to contribute to the success or failure of a PIP replication attempt

and, in particular, what should and should not be expected from a

PIP.

(
'A replication time schedule should be provided, giving the

times that actions on the part of the LEA or funding agency are V

required. While it will not be possible to specify exact dates

because of the variety of agencies and schedules involved, general

types of activities, such as initial awareness, LEA selection and

approval of,PIPs, agency assignment of P/Ps, and startup activities,

should be listed. The intent of the sequence should be made clear,

and the anticipated consequences of altering the schedule should be

indicated. it may 'be assumed that the recommended schedules will

not be practicable in some instances, but the provision of a written

schedule at this point in the development of the dissemination
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systems should provide a fixed point from which to develop more

adequate timelines for succeeding yeais.

A proposal preparation section should describe the inputs

needed by the LEAs from the funding agencies to prepare adequate

grant applications. Currently, such applications appeSr to be

a major source of confusion in most LEAs. Many districts have

highly competent personnel who specialize in preparing applies

Lions but,'while their proposals may be of high quality, they may

not always have the necessary information to focus on the points

with which the funding agency is most concerned. This will be

especially true with requests for PIPs, since experience from other

grants will be of little relevince. In other words, if the

funding agencies want to get relevant applications from LEAs,

they will have to provide concise information on, PIP application

requirements.

In the case of smaller districts without access to pro

fessional grant application writers, this information is even more

essential. It seems quite likely that, without considerable

guidance, many such districts will be scared off by the unusual

application procedures, and that these may be the very districts

in which the PIPs would have the most impact.

It is recommended that, in addition to a brief discussion of

the issues, a model of the booklet Applying for a PIP be provided

to the various funding agencies. The model should be developed

in cooperation with the agencies and, while it probably could
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not We used in its,entirety by any single official, it shouldase

a considerable aid as a starting point for 4,eveloping a locally

accurate information booklet.

'Proposal evaluation is closely 'related to proposal preparation.

As PIP or grant applicaXlons containing, specific proposals are
f
re-

ceived, the disseminating agency official wiTI-Yequire some project-

by-project guidelines as to whether a site is likely to succeed

with the selected project. Factors to consider when reviewing

applications should be listed in an annotated checklist format,

and should include, at least; the project-relevant points tolbak

for in a statement of needs, the critical context variables,, the
. .

important project characteristics to which the district should agree,

and the local personnel from whof; agreement to participate should be

obtained. For each factor, the annotation should include a brief

rationale and an indication of the anticipated consequences if a

.particular requirement is not met by the district.'

Budgeting guidelines should be providde-gilmnF -the LEAs may

turn to the funding agency for help in this area. -To-a-large

extent, copies of the budgeting worksheets foi each PIP project

should provide the required information, but a brief explanation

of each item should be included in the funding agency manual.

Monitoring guidelines may be the least used section of the dis-

seminating agency manual, since it appears likely that many agency

officials will have neither the authority nor the time make

extensive inputs to PIP sites. Nevertheless, the field test.has
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unequivocally demonstrated the impact that such monitoring can have,

and every effort should be made in preparing materials.6 ensure

that any monitoring which occurs has a positive effect. This section

should explain the desirable impact that monitoring can have during

both start-up and operation and provide checklists of relevant pro-

ject features to look for if visits can be Made to the sites.' In

addition, infoimation should be.provided on whom to contact for

technical assistance on issues that are causing difficulty at the

sites and, to the extent possible, on the action which should be

' .

taken when problems do arise.

Project Director's Materials
4

The project director's materials constitute the major part of

the PIP proper. It is recommended that, under the revised organize-
Ps

tion, these materials be physically packaged as a unit or module,

and teacher's materials should be packaged separately. It is antici-

pated that, for most projects, one package of teacher's materials

will be supplied for each teacher, and one for the project director,

but that only a single package of project director's materials will

be required in a given site. This ,package should include:

Project Management Directory
Evaluation 'Manua).

Materiais/Equipment Package
Project Management Calendar
Orientation/public relations materials

.40' Training manual
, Training film (tentative)

' Tape/slides skill training kit (PTR only).
/

The central item in the project director's package and, indeed,

in the entire PIP, is the Project Management Directory. Because of

t
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the problems encountered byzfield-test sites in locating information in

the various prototype PIP booklets, it i.s recommended that all.of the

contents of relevance tp ate project director, with the exceptions

discussed below,, be bound together in a single Volume. This volume

should be organized, indexed, and designed to provide a convenient

source of all of the information the project director requires.

The experience of the field test has illuminated two major

kinds of content issues.- The first involves the categories of infor-

mation required by teplicators. While much of the information is

highly project -specific, the content may be grouped ,under functional

headings which are common to all existing PUB. The recommended

headings.can,be fobnd in Appendix A. It is recommended that, under

'the revised organization,. all information pertaining to a given heading

should be included in the appropriate section, even though it may also

be covered elsewhere (e.g., filmstrip) and some redundancy may result.

The alternative procedure of .extensive cross - referencing which was

used in the prototype PIPs was foUnd to bt unwieldy and confusing. s.

6

Project directors reporEed they were often unsure of where they had

seen a particular point'discuesed.

The second content issue fa the level of detail required on each

point. The assumption.on which the original PIPs were developed

was that project directors would be highly qualified, and that only

brief explanations and descriptions were required on most points.

On the basis of the field test, it now appears that the PIPs could

be substantially more useful in.a much largeri variety of sites than

1
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intended if considerably more explanation were provided.. At the same

time, explanations should be more concise so that the reader will not

be overwhelmed by the bulk of the content.

It is estimated that the revised sections of the Project

Hanigebent Directory should each average about ten pages in length.

This amount'bof text may indeed prove tedious to the highly skilled

reader, and it is therefore recommended that each section begin

with a single-page outline, or'table of contents, that will en..

able the reader to skip quickly to those topics which are of cur-
.&

rent relevance. In addition, a one -page summary of the entire

content area should be presentST, giving the essential outcomes,

the corresponding tasks, and the time schedule for accomplishing

the tasks.

The construction and appearance of the Project Management

Directory are important in relation to both credibility and conven-

..- fence. lhile the cheapest way to prepare the manuaVwould be in

'the form_of a-Saddle-stitched, soft -cover book, it is believed that

the increased credibility and flexibility of hard-cover ring binders

will justify the added cost..

Any judgment on the credibility value of ding binders is

admittedly subjective and would be exceedingly difficult to verify.

Little evidence of impact on users .could be gained by straight-

forward apprpaches such as asking user opinions or determining

whether users would be willing to pay the difference. However,

there is the logical argument that the PIPs are supposed to be
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seen as a different kind of educational package, and preparing

standard, soft-cover manuals, which have the same appearance as the

student workbooks and other commercial materials with which teachers

are deluged, would hardly seem to foster an image of uniqueness.

The utilitarian advantages of ring binders are more obvious

and clear cut. The total bulk of the project director's manuals

will' run to several hundred pages and will comprise a variety of

parts. the ring binder provides a durable, economical, and attractive

container for these materials, and one which will stand up conven-

iently on a bookcase.

The flexibility of the ring binder extends to both production

and'use. From the production standpoint, it lends itself to binding

in a variety of nonstandard pages. It is anticipated. that these

may include plastic sheets holding 35 mm slides, and tabbed section

dividers. The ring binder also lends itself to changing or adding

pages, and will permit a limited amount of final revision after sites

receive their copies. In principle, this would also simplify up-

dating of PIE. materials, were this ever to be attempted.

Frqm the user's standpoint, the ring binder is the only

standard binding which is sturdy, lies flat when open, and permits

sections to be removed-and replaced readily for independent use.

It also permits the project director to add materials easily a$ they

are locally developed or obtained from outside sources.
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The Materials/Equipment Packages should be derived directly from

the Hardware/Software Packets in the prototype PIPs. The design of

this section proved reasonably satisfactory. However, its utility was

limited in practice by incomplete execution of the design. An additional

review of the'materials actually used in the exemplary sites should

be undertaken, and descriptions of the contents, approach, special

uses, and teacher evaluations of every item should be included along

with accurate ordering information. Vhere possible, manufacturers'

brochures and information on contacting manufacturers' representatives

should also be included.

Future updating of the materials section remains a major

unresolved problem. For many of the PIP projects, the information

on ordeting materials is one of the most useful parts of the PIP.

The difficulty lies in attempting to keep the information current and

accurate. Unless some mechanism for updating PIPs can be established,

the value of this section will'be greatly reduced with each succeeding

year.

The Project Management Calendar is intended to reinforce the

importance of the start-up and operation time schedules. It Lists the

tasks to be completed each month, and provides space by each date for the

project director to enter appointments, deadlines, and the like. In

the prototype PIPs, the calendar was bound into the Project Management

Directory and, although some project directors have made good use

of this item, often a conventional wall calendar was used for noting

activities while the PIP calendar rimained"blank.
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It is recommended' that in the revised PIPS the calendar be

a separate item based on the conventional commercial calendar format.

Calendar pages should provide room to make entries by each date. The

facing pages, which in commercial calendars usually consist of scenic

pictures, should be attractively illustrated and should include a

list of objectives and tasks for the month.

Ideally, the calendar, like the materials information, should be

revised yearly. This could be done rather easily and inexpensively since

only the date pages would need to be changed, but some mechanism for

overseeing the operation would be required. Alternatives are to leave

the date pages blank (requiring the project director to fill them in),

to print calendars for several years ahead, or to print a single sheet

containing all PIP information with a space for commercially. available,

unillustrated calendar pages to be attached.

The project direcor's orientation/public relations materials

were discussed above under project orientation and proposal prepara-

tion materials. It cannot be assumed that the project director will

be the same person who applied for the grant, and it seems desirable

to include additional copies of the materials in the project direc-

tor's package. Preferably, these copies should be in a format suit-

able for local reproduction, since this feature was widely requested

at the field-test sites. This means that black-on-white masters in

convenient sizes are required, because reproduction of colored, non-

standard materials is complex and expensive.
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The filmstrip/tape presentation may be available from the

district administrator who first received it, but the experience of

the field test indicates that, if tile project director is expected

to use it, a second copy should be provided. In addition, some pro-

vision should be made for replacing film/tape materials that become

lost or damaged either before or during operation of the project.

The recommended training manual would constitute a major addi-

tion to the prototype Ms. The need for such a manual was clearly

demonstrated by the generally inadequate or inappropriate training

conducted at many of the field-test sites. Their problems were

certainly aggravated by shortened and disrupted start-up schedules

but, in most cases, there was reason to believe that additional time

would not have made much difference, and that training would not

have followed the intention of the PIPs.

The new training manual should be divided into two parts.

The first part should serve as a detailed guide for the project

director to use in conducting a preservice (project installation)

workshop. The guide should be keyed to the teacher's manual and

should provide suggested organization, content, schedule, and

training techniques for each topic of the workshop.

The C411"...Mt of the workshop should, in general, be reduced

from that suggested in the prototype PIPs. Rather than attempting

to provide orientation to the entire spectrum of project skills,

materials, and activities, the workshop should provide intensive

training on the most imminent project tasks. In typical projects
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these tasks may include ordering materials, setting up the classroom,

orienting regular school staff, selecting students, establishing

record-keeping procedures, testing students, and beginning instruction.

During the field test, replicating sites, especially those employing

a wide range of materials, tended to concentrate on mastering all of

the materials at the expense of the other tasks and skills. Actually,

it should prove more effective 1.0 work with a carefully selected

subset of materials in the beginning days of instruction, and use

scheduled in-service sessions to add materials to the program over

the first few months of operation.

The second part of the training manual should provide guidance

for the in-service training .required in most PIP projects. General

topics should be provided for the entire year, with more detailed

1

session-by-session suggestions for the early months of operation.

In-service training should complement the preservice workshop by

providing review and expansion on relevant subjects after the teachers

have become haersed in the project. During the first few months it

should be seen as an extension of the preservice workshop, adding

basic training on instruction or materials use as the instructional

program develops.

The concept of a training videotape to supplement other training

materials evolved originally because of problems certain field-test

sites had in grasping what instruction looks Bike as a whole. While

they set up the specified environment, obtained the correct materials,

and hired the proper numbers of personnel, some of the less tangible

features of instruction were distorted or missing.
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Ii is clear that film and videotape are well suited. to conveying

the dynamic qualities of a project. Furthermore, in the last few months

new highquality, lowcost color cameras and editing devices have become

available which have drastically reduced costs of producing suitable

quality half or threequarter inch tape. A booklet conveying the same

amount of information about the instructional process would require

extensive analysis and writing time, and costs could easily equal or

exceed the cost of a videotape. Printed information is also filtered

through the analysts' perception, and much information is likely to

be distorted or lost. Videotape provides an accurate picture'of in

struction including the affective setting and, by answering the question

of what instruction really looks like, the need for costly site visits

could be prevented.

However, despite the apparent advantages of videotape, the medium

has not been formally tested as a PIP component. Therefore, a pilot

videotape is recommended so that its effects may be systematically

evaluated.

The tape/slides skill training kits are peculiar to the PTR PIP.

This was the only project of the six PIPS for which skill training was

required but for which the training capacity was unlikely to exist

at the site. The basic format of these materials proved satisfactory

and should be continued, although a number of specific revision

requirements have been recorded by the fieldtest evaluation staff.

In addition to the items discussed above, the project director

should got one set of the teacher's materials, described below.
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Teacher's Materials

The teacher's materials are obviously important in any infor

mation package describing an instructional project. Because of the

central role of the project director in most of the Pip projects, how

ever, the teacher's materials have been relegated to a secondary status.

The materials include:

Teacher's Manual
Projectdeveloped materials, and/or
Materials/Equipment Package.

The teacher's manual should serve as a textbook for the preser

vice workshop, and as a reference manual throughout the remainder of

the year. It is recommended that this manual be prepared In the same

format as the Project Management Directory, but that somewhat more

investment is warranted in illustration and design. The emphases

on the appearance of the manual and on its use as an integral part

of the preservice workshop are intended to makethe manual more

attractive and familiar to the teachers, and thus encourage them to

refer to it more frequently.

The organization of the teacher's manual should also follow

the Project Management Directory. The manual should be in looseleaf

format with tabbed section dividers separating the content areas.

All information should be grouped functionally, with an outline. of

the content plus a summary of objectives, tasks, and schedules

occupying the first two pages of each section.

Many projects require that the teachers have access to infor

mation on ordoring materials. This information from the project
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director's materials should be provided for teachers to use at their

own convenience. Many PIPs also include materials developed at

the exemplary sites, and copies must be available to replicating

teachers.

The numbers and types of such materials are highly project

specific, as is chi number of copies required per site. In come

cases, each teacher may need his or her own copies. In others, the

number of items is large, and the cost of proViding individual copies

could be excessive. In these cases only a single set per lab,

classroom, or other unit of organization may be required.

Materials for Other Personnel

It can be expected that some projects will require materials

for personnel other than the project director and project teachers.

Where these materials are limited to a few pages of orientation items,

they should be handed out by the project director or teachers and

incorporated as a part of their basic packages. In some projects, how

ever, other'kinds of personnel will play important project roles and

will thereforle require manuals of their own. Among the six projects

packaged to date, only two originally incorporated such manuals.

The manuals are:

Counselor's manual (Conquest)
Nurse's manual (Conquest)
Principal's manual (FIR).

The counzelor is an important component of Conquest, and the

field test has demonstrated the need for an.effective counselor's

manual. The original Conquest site made use of a professional
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counselor already employed in the district, and the prototype manual

was based on her materials. Replicating sites did not have access

to the part-time services of professional, school district counselors,

and obtained Less experienced personnel to fill the positions. These

persons turned out to be extremely talented and capable, and the process

was, on the whole, quite satisfactory. However, due to their lack

of experience and their unfamiliarity with the project, their infor-

mation needs were not completely met, and it is recommended that the

revise() manuals be supplemented to meet the needs of such personnel.

The supplementary information should include additional suggestions

on effective counseling .approached, and reviews of some of the coun-

seling materials that have proven to be helpful.

t,

The Conquest nurse's manual is somewhat simpler,'since nurses

can be assumed to possess the requisite professional skills. The

manual provides an orientation to the nurse's role in the project,

and samples of record-keeping forms used at the originating sites.

Health services and record-keeping practices vary from site to site,

and the manual requires .some revision based on replicating site

inputs.

The staff organization of the flR project differs from the other

projects in that the school principals play a more central role. A

principal's manual is required to orient the principals to the project

and explain the ways in which they can contribute to its success.

Although the tryout has provided useful inputs which should be in

corporated into the revised manual, no major redefinition of purpose

or reorganization of content is 'required.
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Based on the field tryout results, one additional item should be

included. 'En PTR the "Teachers Manuel" is actually used by the tutor

ial supervisor. It is recommended that a brief booklet explaining

the actual techers role be provided as well.

I

.

.
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V SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This r ?port constitutes recommendations by RHC to SRI on PIP

revisions. It is the position of RNC that the-revisions to the existing

PIPs out Lined in Chapter IV of this report would be adequate to permit

replication of the six padkaged projects, given appropriate replicating

sites. Howeveit RNC feels that the more important question is whether

a PIP replication mechanism can be developed that will actually result

in dissemination of effective educational projects.

There-are three -basic parts to any such replication mechanism,

and issues related to each part directly affect the revision recommenda-

tions prepared by RNC. The three basic parts are (a) identification of

..effective projects suitabli for replication, (b) selection of sites for

replication of the effective projects, and (c) provision of the motivation

and resources needed to replicate the projects
_

RMC believes that, at most, very few existing projects have a major

Impact on student achievement test scores, and that even fewer are suit-

able for replication: Th6 implies that a substantial proportion of

any long range development effort should go toward identifying (or

developing) projects suitable for replication and, more immediately,

that the number of additional packages developed in the near future

wilI be small fn short, they revised PIPs should not be seen as proto-

types for a massive packaging program. This p6sitIon affects every

aspect of ASK and PIP revision', from content to mediation; since it

implies a snail number of carefully developed PLPs rather ,than a large

number of low-cost packages.

O
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The second part of the replication mechanism is the selection

of replicating sites. Issues affecting RNC revision recommendations

include:

The mechanics of the site selection procedures envisioned
by USOE.

The type of site in which USOE wishes to replicate projects.

These issues clearly affect the basic design of the ASK. The: also

affect every section of to PIP since they determine the qualifications

of the project directors and other staff which, in turn, determine the

level of detail and the amount of training material required in3ale

PIPS. More generally, the selection procedures determine the match

between the exemplary site and the replicating site and, Unless this

o
match is adequate, no information package can result"in an accurape

replication.

The final part of the replication mechanism must provide the

motivation and resources required by the site. The PIP is only the

information component of the required resources and must be consis-

tent with the following USOI.F. determined variables:

Funding level

Enforcement/monitoring level

Technical assistance level

Timing of funding (wiring or "summer).

It now appears that USOE intends to play a very limited role

in funding, monitoring, and assistance. While the reasons for this

position are clear, it must be made equally clear that the impact
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which can be expected frOmiany nationwide replication system is closely;, ,

related to the level of feanripjparticipation

a.
If USDE is not supplying funds directly for PIPst the timingof

. . 4. .

funding becomes an independent issue. The reetimmended PIP revisions
o A

.
% . 4

.

.' '
.

..

.i

. ,
.

assume enough funds to permit start-up-in the spring. If such 'funds

provelto be generally unavailable in the spring, them a quite different
. ,

a N

start-up schedule (perhaps Witonths),must be developed.

SInce a PIP must be designed to suit the.replicatiOn.mecanism
..:g: .

. . .

of whiCh'it is a part, and the current replication mechasisd is in a

statof flux Vil recommendatiOns'iancluded in this must
: .

, . .

considered"proyisianal. The field-test has. dethonstrated that a PIP
.Y. 4 ,

,

can substftqte for, or'supplemenE, more costly
J

technical assistance. .

.

However, neither, packiges, techniciani, nor any other Infoirmation
I ...

, .

source can create .the required successful projeCts or-the desire to
4

replicate them. If PIPs are to piay,a maj4rrole..in ihproving-education

in the United States it,csn Only be in the context of a continuing
I

project and dissemination systmedeielopment effort. As the system

a. .

evolves, the packages must keep pace.with system reqqirements.
a

r
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- RECOMMENDED MATERIALS FOR THE REVISED PIP REPLICATION
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Appendix A

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS FOR THE REVISED
PIP REPLICATION MECHANISM

Selection/Adoption Materials

Analysis and Selection Kit (ASKS
1. Overview brochure
2. Project Selection Guide
3. Project description booklets (6)
4. Criteria checklists (6)

Project Orientation and PIP Application Materials
5. Presenting Project (guide)

6. ilmstrip/cassette tape
7: Onepage handout description
8. Illustrated brochure
9. Poster
10. Applying for a PIP
11. Budgeting Worksheets

Funding Agency Materials
12. Disseminating agency manuals
13. Applying for a PIP (model)

Start Up /Operation Materials

Project Director's Materials
14. Project Management Directory (with Evaluation Manual)
15. Materials/Equipment Package
16. Project Management Calendar
17. Orientation/ public relations package
184 Training Manual
19. Training videotape

Tape/slides skill training kit 4PTR only)

Teacher's Materials
2U. Teacher's Manual
22. Projectdeveloped materials (Materials/Equipment Package)

Materials for Other Personnel
23. Conquest counselor's maaual
24. Conquest nurse's manual
25. PTK prEnciparsmadual

A-3
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SELECTION /ADOPTION MATERIALS

Analysis and Selection Kit (ASK)

This package of materials will enable school district
.,-

officials who administer funds for special projects to learn

about the six projects that have been packaged for replication.

The materials, including a brochure, seven booklets, and six

criteria checklists, will be packaged in a vinyl envelope and

mailed in a larger envelope. Directions for use of the

materials will be included.

I
T.

A-5
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Item I: Overview Brochure

Audience: District administrators

Purpose: To announce the availability of PIPS and provide a brief
description of the projects.

, Description: This six-page brochure tells that PIPS are available,
what they are and why, and gives enough of a description
of each project for the district administrator to decide
whether further investigation would be justified.

Outline:

Format:

Cover page:

First page:

Second page:

Third page:

Fourth page:

Fifth page:

Sixth page:

Back cover:

B

[amp of program (PIP)

USOE disclaimer

Overview of the PIP
Approach to dissemination

Brief descriptions of six projects

Chart comparing projects

ASK /PIP contents

Adopting district commitments and steps
to obtain a PIP.

Address space

6 x 9, two color, glossy.

A-6
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Item 2: PrOject Selection Guide

Audience: District administrators

Purpose: To explain the PIP teplicatibn concept and provide guidance
in using the six PIP Description booklets.

Description: This 14-page booklet introduces the reader to the PIP
replication concept, serves as a guide for using the six
description booklets and for choosing a project for further
pursuit. It provides information about features that are
common across all six projects,. such a$ the importance of an
effective project director. Roughly parallel in format to
the six project description bookleti which follow it, it has
a distinctive cover design incorporating the PIP logo.

Outline:

2

I. PIP History
A. PIP development
B. PIP field tryout

I.L. ASK Contents

LW. The-PIP Concept
A. The Projectsr B. Adopting a Project
C. Why Project Information Packages
D. Obtaining a PIP

IV. PIP Contents 4

V., Considerations in Selecting a Project

VI. Using the project description booklets
A. Introduction
B. Instruction
C. Management/Communication
D. Estimating Costs
E. Project Organization

F. Personnel
G. Materials/Equipment
4. Getting Started ,

I. Adoption Criteria

A-7
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I

VII. Personnel
A. Content and purpose
B. Generalizations

VIII. Checklist
A. Content and purpose

Format: 6 x 9 inches, one full-Tage picture; cover two coror.

A

#

. a

o

.

0
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Item 3: Project Description Booklets

Audience: District administrators

Purpose: To explain the six projects and enable district personnel to
select one.

Description: Theae six 24-page boo1lets have glossy covers, each in
a characteristic PIP colOr, and exactly parallel formats
for easy comparison and contrast. They are stapled
separately but packaged together. Each gives readers an %

overview of one of the six projects. Descriptions of
management and instruction emphasize the context And
philosophy of each original project. Special designa-
tion of personnel requirements and common problem areas
warns the reader of potential pitfalls.

Outline:

Front cover (outside):, Title and PIP logo
Front cover (inside>: project summary
Page ii: title page

iii: table of contents
1: one narrative, "child's eye view" paragraph

describing project; line drawing
2: full-page picture characteristic of project
3: one-two paragraphs describing essence of project

4-5: instruction section (symbol) and bulleted points;
problems to anticipate

6-7: management section (symbol) and bulleted points;
problems to anticipate

8: centerfold: budget worksheet and description
9: ,configuration charts

10: personnel section (symbol); project director;
bulleted points; problems to anticipate

t1r13: remainder of personnel section and bulleted
. points

14: materials/equipment section (symbol) and bulleted
points; problems to anticipate

15: facilities section (symbol) and bulleted points;
problems to anticipate

16-17: getting started (schedule of tasks)

18-19: project summary (checklist of bulleted points)

Back cover (outside): USOE disclaimer
Insert sheet: order form for project orientation and PIP

application materials

Format: 6'x 9 inches, two-color covers.

A-9



Item 4: Criteria Checklists

Audience: District administrators

Purpose: To serve as an order blank for the project orientation
materials for a single project, and to reemphasize the
critical features and requirement4 of that project.

Description: The inside of this item consists of the checklist
from a project description booklet. The reverse side
will be left blank so that ordering information can be
added to suit each different funding agency.

Format: one sheet, single color, 8 1/2 x II, folded once for
mailing.

A-10
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psject Orientation and PIP Application Materials

Items 5-9 make up thel project orientation packet. These

materials will be provided on request to help the potential project

director or other LEA official in convincing a district hierarchy or

parent advisory committee to endorse a PIP application. The materials

will also be used as training resources to introduce staff members

to the project. In addition, it is anticipated they will prove useful

both for acquainting nonproject professional staff with a project and

for conducting presentations to lay audiences with a general interest

in the project.

Items 10 and 11, the PIP application materials, will be used

by the district official charged with preparing the application for

the PIP.

A -ft
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)5: Presenting Project (Guide)

Audience: Project director or district administrator

Purpose: To provide guidelines for presenting an informational
program about the project to general audiences.

Description: This eight page booklet describes the project orienta-
tion materials and suggests a format/agenda for presenting
the project to an audience.

Outline:

I. Introduction

A. Importance` and purpose of presentation: project
success unlikely without support and general
understanding

B. Possible/probable chief concerns sml_worrtes of
intended audiences (e.g..1parentsl.school board)

s attitude and bearing will influence
audience reception and perception of the project

X. by to Use PR materials

A. List of materials and their purposes

B. How to use the materials

C.. Other equipment (e.g.., projector, screen)

Sample Presentation Agenda - what's going to be talked
about/shown in sequence

Ar. Anticipated Questions and Answers

A. Achievement data

B. Validation contexts

C. PIP Concept history

D. History of this project

E. Program for underachieving kids

F. Etc.

Format: 8 1/2 x 11 inches, 8 pages, unillustiated.
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Item 6: Filmstrip/Cassette Tape

Audience: General

Purpose: To provide viewer with general orientation to project.

Description: This presentation, ab60.-7-10 minutes long, gives a
narrative ofsbe-prolWei in full implementation seen
thr gh-a -ftudent's.eyes; project staff are drawn in
from the child's perspective as ,they,are encountered

-------- by the child engaged in the project.

Format: Color filmstrip, cassette tape, synchronized.

V

A-13
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Item 7: One-page Handout Description,

Audience: Parents

purpose: To give concise accurate information about project to
parents of 6.E.ticipating children.

_Description: Beneath a picture or line drawing-that epitomizes the
project are sho'rt phrases4listing the main purposes of
the project.

Format: 8 1/2 x 11 inches, .illustrated one-side print, reproducible.

4
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Item 8: Four-page illustrated Brochure

-

Audience: Teachers, principals; board members

Purpose: To summarize main features and processes of project.

Description: The front cover will contain..same picture or line
drawing as item 7; inside is a stylized flow chart of
project activities; back cover.has a summary printed
project description.

. Format: 8 1/2 x 11 folded, illustr-ited, one color.

0
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Item 9: Poster

Audience: General

Purpose: To draw attention to project.

. ,

Description: Below the same picture as on items:7 and 8, short
`phrases listing main purposes and features of project
are listed below project name.

Format: 17 x 22 glossy poster.

A-16
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Item ID: Applying for a PIP (Instructions)

Audience: District administrators applying for PEPS

Purpose: To explain the steps involved in applying for a PIP
and to describe the various procedures available for
obtaining funds.

Description: The contents and format of this item are still tenta-r
Live. A typed and stapled draft will be prepared for

_ use in autumn 1975 based on inputs from BSS, Title I,
Title 3, and OPBE personnel. (See Item 13.)

A-17
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Item 11: Budgeting Worksheets

Audience: District administrators applying for PIPS

Purpose: To permit an accurate estimate of the costs of starting
and operating a PIP project.

Description: The worksheets wip consist of a project budget with
detailed linelteMs. Each line item will include blanks
for the %tel number of inputs required, toe number which
can be oul,ained at no cost, the number for which additional
funds will be required,vand the average cost per unit
for the latter items.

Attached. instructions will explain how to estimate the
cost of each item and will provide estimates for those
itemewhich do not vary widely from area to area (e.g.,
materials and equipment).

Outline:

I. Staff: broken down by categories

XI. Facilities:
A. Space: office and instructional
B. Furniture and fixtures

III. Equipment
A. Major items costed separately'
B. Small items, grouped

IV. Materials/Supplies
A. Nonconsumable
B. Consumable

V. Transportation

VI, Technical Assistance

VII. Public Relations

Format: 3 single sheets, 11 x 17 folded, saddle stitched, one color,

A-18,
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Disseminating Agency Materials

The disseminating agency materials will include sections on

PIP orientation and histoiy, replication schedules, PIP application

preparation and evaluation,.budgeting, and project monitoring. It

will also include a model of an information booklet to 'be provided

to LEAs applying for PIPs.

A-19
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Item 12: Disseminating Agency Manual

Audience: Government or other persons participating in the selection
or monitoring of PIP sites, or in the dissemination of PIPS.

Purpose; To explain the TIP 'replication mechanism and materials,
and to convey the intended role of the disseminating
agency.

Description; A manual will be prepared in draft form for fall 1975
tryout. Finished materiali will be developed in the spring
oZ 1976 based on inputs from the tryout. The draft will
be prepared in unillustrated, report format.

Outline:

I. History and Orientation

II. Replication Schedules

III. Application Preparation

IV. Application Evaluation

V. Budgeting Guidelines

VI. Monitoring of PIP Projects

Format: Draft, 8 1/2 x 11, stapled report, 50 pages.

A-20



Item 13: Applying for a PIP (Mode')

Audience: Government or other persons participating in the selection
or- monitoring of PIP sites or in the dissemination of PIPA.

o

Purpose: To supplement Section III (Application Preparation) in the
Disseminating Agency Manual. The model booklet will assist.
the agency official in preparing an information booklet
for LEAs.

Description: The model is an unillustrated booklk describing the
PIP dissemination mechanism, the procedures for obtaining
a PIP (and related materials), and the regulations and
restrictions that may be involved. The booklet may also
explain how to_obtain funding for the PIP project..
This information will 'Vary depending on the agency
involved, and may be as'specificas instructions,on the
use of previously committed funds for PIP replication,
or as bneral as a list of state and federal agencies
to contact for jossible availability of funds.

Format: "8 1/2 x 11, saddle -- stitched booklet, six pages.

101
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Start-Up/Operation Materials

Project Director's Materials

The project director has Ultimate responsibility for

.

-project operations. The director must plan, implement, and monitor

operation of the entire project. Therefore a substantial package

of materials is designated for the director's use. Each of items

14-18 (also 19 if elected and 20 in PTR) is a self-contained unit

within the project director's package with instructions on use and

purpose. The first four items in this group will be used through-

out the project Veer; the final three are intended Primarily for

use in the training activities during start-up and the early stages

of implementation.

1.
N

.

.....'
!..
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Item 14: Project Management Directory

Ifi Audience: Project director (PD)

Purpose: To serve as gpide for planning,,ipplementing, and managing
project.

-Description: The Project Management Directory includes 14 sections
in a looseleaf binder with tab dividers for each section.
The front side of each divider41as a section title, the
back a section table of contents. The first page of each
section lists essential outcomes at the top, with major
tasks and dates at the bottom. All but the first section
provide "do's and don'ts" with illustrations from the field

test. Host sections include job aids (not indicated below)'.

Outline:

I. Overview.
A. Project Overview

An overview from the PD's viewpoint giving the basic
project concepts, listing the major essential outcomes,
and summarizing the PD's role

B. PIP Description
Overview of the total set of ASK/PIP materials, and
illOtrated guide to the PD Manual

II. Management Approach
A. Project Philosophy/Roles
B. Tasks of the PD
C. PD technical and administrative skill requirements
D. Project context requirements - reiteration of ASK
E. Adapting to local conditions

.

/II. Communication (Public Relations) .
.

.

A. Importance of PR with subsection's describing
what is needed for:
1. School Board ,
2. District Staff
3. Principals
4. Sending teachers
5. Parents
6. Community

6 B. Description of PR package

A24
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IV. Instruction

A. General Approach
B. Classroom Environment
C. .Scheduling /grouping of students
D: Testing
E. Record keeping
P. Use of materials/maChines
G. Uotivation
H. Staff roles in instruction
I. Summary of staff skilIsneeded for -those roles
J. Sequencing
K. Pacing

V. Haterials/Equl.pm'ent/Supplies/Tests/Facilities

A. Overview plus five subsections each covering:
B. Purpose (core/supplemental)
C. Ordering procedures and schedules
D. Distribution/arrangement
E. Costs,-

VI. Students/Selection

..A. Intended Population
4, Selection...Procedures-- '

C. .Role of selection in project

VII. Staff Selection y.

A. Staff roles summary
B. Recruiting techniques/materials
C. Selection criteria
:* I. Skills

2. Attitudes
D. Replacement
;4 Substitutes

VIII. Staff Training (Summary of Training Module)

A. Preservice Workshop
I. .foals (skills, attitudes,.preparation of classrooms, etc.)
2. Preparation, dates, content, approach

e 3. Resources, special consultants required

B. Inservice Training
1. Goals
2. Topics, techniques, schedules

A-25
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IX. Staff Relationships

X. .Budget

A. Basic program costs
B. Expenditure.- schedule: problems to - anticipate

C. Roles of teachers in allocating funds

XI. External Assistance/Mbnitoringo

A. Constraints of grant
B. Monitoring procedures
C. Who to call for assistance (grant/technical)

XII. Project Continuation

A. Planning the second year
1. Issues to anticipate
2. When to start

B. Operation after the first year

XII;. Index to Entire PIP

Evaluation Manual: summative and, formative, keyed to funding
agency requirements. (The evaluation section will be
bound' as a separate manual.)

1

8.1/2 x 11 inches, 150 pages, illustrated, ring binder with
.PIP cover design.

0,

4.

A. Testing procedures
B. Data analysis
C. PD assessment of training sessions and project

operation
D. Teacher/other staff/student questionnaire sampling

A-26
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Item -15: Materials/Equipment Package

-

Audience: Project director, teachers, other staff as relevant

Purpose: To give an overview of the materials/equipment needed
to operate project, and to provide information on ordering.

Description: Foll8wing a general statement about the use of materials/
P . equipment in the project, each piece is listed with the

10 following information:
':. --L.*

I. Name

2. Model or edition
3. /lade and purchasing address of maker
4. Lead tune normally required for delivery
5, C6st
6. Description
7. Purpose in project/justification
8. Special uses
9. Teacher comments

lo). Number of units needed perlabiclass

Format: looseleaf bound, 8 1/2 x II, MO pages, unillustrated, three
halepunehed.(should be included in the Project Management
Directory cover).

*e.
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Iterri 16: Project Management Calendisj

Audience.
4

Project director

Purpose: To provide reinforcement of the project preparation and
operation timetable for the project director.

Description: The calendar is bound separately'from the Project
' Management Directory so that it can be affixed to the

wall or carried by the director; each month is assigned
five blank weekly sections with spaces for the date to
be inserted; a task overview is provided at theliegin
ning of the calendar.

Format: 8 1/2 x 11 inches, bound on long side.

a
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Item 17: Orientatidn/Public Relations Package

Audience: Project director
0

Purpose: To provide the project director with materials with which
to orient project and other school,staff to the project
and conduct community awareness programs. .

O

Description: This package is composed of items 5 through 9 described
above.

O

4
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Item 18: Training Manual

Audience: Project director

Purpose: To clarify the purposes and methods of staff training and
offer suggested agendae, activities for training.

Description: This manual gives a rationale for and describes the
training activities needed for the project. The pre-
service and in-service components of the total training
program are dealt with separately, mirroring the structure
training will take. Each staff member's role and conse,

a
. t - quent training needs are discussed as a unit. Methods

for evaluating training and building in- service training
units around problems are discussed.

Outline:

$

a'

I. Introduction
A. Importance of training to project
B. Rationale of suggested format

Preservice workshop: start-up tasksskills
2. In-service training: full implementation

tasks/ skills ;

C:, Org#pization of this manual (cross-referenced to
Teache'ris Mantial)

D.

If. Training Topia for Staff
A. Oesoriptiohoot each staff member's role
B..,Summary of skills needed

III. The Start-up Training. Workshop: Suggested Mode and
Environment
A. Workshop atmosphere
B. Programed behaiioral learning units

Simulation'
-2.-Role playing

C. Interspersion of classroom preparation
D. Suggested agenda and timeline

IV. The Start -up Training .Workshop: Topics/Skills

A. Project Teachers
1. Set each topic/skill in context
2.' Training exercises

a. materials needed
b. activities

B. Othet Personnel
1. Set each topic/skill in context
2: Training exercises

*a-. materials

b. activities
A-30
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V. In-service: Continuing Training
A. Topics/Skills

1., Set each topic /skill, in context
2. Training exercises,
3. Timetable/Itdicators of readiness

B. Suggested Formats

VI. In-service: Troubleshooting and Problem Solving
A. Common Problems

1. Indicators
2. Using problems as in-service topics

VII. Training Evaluation
A. Indicators of successful training

1. Implicit
a. observption
b. staff relationships
c. student behavior

2. Explicit
a. questionnaires
b. other instruments

VIII. Suimary
A. Anticipated outcomes of training

1. Efficient goal accomplishment
2. Morale
3. Things to look for

B. -Impact of effective training on PD role

IX. Training Materials List

X. Glossary

XL. Index

Fdrmat: 8 1/2 x 11 inches, 30 pages, illustrated, saddle stitched,
Ehree-hole punched.

116
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Item 19: Training Videotape (HIT Only)

Audience: Project staff, general

Purpose: To give orientation to the project, particularly to its
spirit and feeling.

Description: This videotape is a new idea for inclusion in the PIP.
Its status is tentative at this time. If included, the
tape would greatly increase the capacity of the orienta-
tion and early training materials to convey the spirit
and essence of a projectpo teachers, and would explicitly
show instructional procedures enfolding step by step. It

will be designed to be used with the training, manual.

Format: 314" color videocassette.

A-32



Item 20: Tape/Slide Training Presentation (PTR Only)

Audience: Tutors, tutorial supervisor

Purpose: To introduce tutors to the materials they will use. and'
give them practice in their use.

Description: The tape/slide presentation is a self-paced activity-
oriented "walk-through" of the tutoring guide and
record documents the tutors use in tutoring students and
keeping the detailed records necessary to monitor student
progress; the presentation can be used by an individual
tutor or with a group; the presentation script suggests
points at which the tutor shotild turn off the projector
and practice the skill just demonstrated, either alone
or in a role-playing dyad with another tutor; the early
sections of the presentation are very detailed and
specific, while later portions are less so, relying on
the tutor's growing familiarity with the materials to
guide the practice work.

Outline:

I. Introduction to Tutoring Kit Materials

Ir. Making Tutoring Cueing Marks in Texts'

III. Presentirig the lessons

IV. Marking Tutoring Session Record'Forms

V. Marking Teacher/Parent Report Forms

Formats Color slides, cassette tape.

4
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Teacher's Materials

Items 21 and 22 serve a duaL function for the teacher.

During the startup phase they will be used as an integral part of

the training program. Through the project year, teachers will refer

to these materials for specific information or reminders of procedures.

Separate items, they will be packaged together to be sure teachers

receive both.

u

0

\-.
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Item 21: Teacher's Manual

Audience: Project teachers

Purpose: To give detailed orientation to project; to be a planning
and operational guide for project teachers.

Description: The teacher's manual consists of a general overview of
the project and 0 discussion of the teacher's role and
activities followed by detailed guidelines for accomplishing
teacher tanks; the sections dealing with accomplishing
teacher tasks are arranged sequentially as the tasks
occur and each is followed, where appropriate, by
training activities for the task-related skills.

Outline (Subject to variation to suit project-specific requirements):

Introduction

A. Purpose
1. Familiarize with project
2. Be a_resource document for year

B. Overview of manual
I. Description of contents

a. narratives
b. skill summaries
c. training sections and related materials

1) sequence based on use of skills in project
2) keyed to project director's Training Manual

2. How to use manual

. II. History and Overview

A.. ESEA developmental funding

B. PIP Concept
I. Why
2. What

C. Project Overview
I. Rationale - need addressed, history

Goals
3. Philosophy

D. Narrative of fully'operating project

1. How project fits into school

E. Summary of results project has achieved

A-36



III. You and the Project

A. Roles
I. Major teacher tasks

a. list
b. narrative
c. summary

B. Responsibilities
I. Project duties

a. teaching
b. inservice meetings
c. other meetings

2. Accountable for
a. teacher evaluation

C. Relationships
I. Communication

a. students
b. project director
c. project peers

1) working as.a team
d. principal
e. nonproject staff
f. parents

1) parent involvement
g. visitors
,h. others

2. What to expect from supervision
a. project director

1) inservice training
b. principal
c. other district administrators
d. counselor

D. Attitudes
I. Confidence
2. Respect for different cultures

I1. Getting Ready

A. Narrative of preparation
1. Activities of teacher up to getting kids

B. summary of tasks involved

A-37
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IV. (Continuehj

C. Description of tasks
1. Procedures for materials/equipment ordering and

use budget
2. Arranging classroom for instruction

a. furniture
b. materials and equipment
c. displays

3. Curriculum planning
a. defining objectives
b. keying materials to objectives
c. lesson plans
d. integrating curriculum into school

4. Student identification land selection
5. Student scheduling

D. Training exercises for appropriate tasks (vary from project
to project)

V. Beginning Instruction

A. Narrative of first phase with kids
1. Activities from assignment of students up to normal

operation

B. Summary of tasks involved

C. Description of tasks
1. Diagnosis

a. criterion referenced tests
b. other methods

2. Assigning work/prescribing
a. contract teaching

3. 'Student grouping for instruction
4. Presentation mode

a. one to one
b. small group
c. lecture/discusdion
d. other (e.g., gaming/simulation materials)

5. Teaching process.

a. team teaching
b. resource people
c. other (e.g., field trip)

6. Motivation'
a. rewards

kids' confidende and other attitudes

D. Training exercises for appropriate tasks (e.g.",contract
teaching)

.A-38
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VI. Maintaining the Program

A. Narrative of fully operating projecE.
I. Classroom routine during Operation

B. Summary of tasks involved

C. Description of tasks
I. Monitoring instruction

a. monitoring progress/activities
I) keeping records:
- a) student folders

' 2) test results
2. Adapting the program
3. Expanding the program

D. Training exercises for appropriate tasks
(e.g., keeping records)

VII. Common Problems/Troubleshooting .

A. Narrative of typical problemsa
I. Causes
2. Symptoms
3. Solutions/Coping

Winding Down (End of Project Year)
4.t

A. Narrative of end of year

B. Summary of tasks involved

C. Description of tasks
I. Standardized testing
2. Other evaluative methods

-3..- Stud'ent records-to be passed on
a. recommendations

,4. Materials/equipment storage.

D. Training programs for appropriate tasks (e.g., testing)
r

IX. Miscellaneous

A. Summer'school

B. Calendar

'Ct. Checklists
'.I. In-service training .

2', Spicial,.events (awards, holidays,

4

0
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X. Conclusion

A. Summary of kills

B. Pep talk - motivation

XI. Materials Directory
4

XII. Glossary

kn. Index

1r

Format: 8 1/2 x 11, 100 pages, illustrated, ring binder with PIP
cover design

E.

,
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Item 22: Project-Developed Materials

Audience: Project teachers

Purpose: To provide teachers at replicating sites with models or
descriptions of commercially unavailable materials developed
at the exemplary projects.

Description: Materials are project specific. They include manuals,
instructional games, and the like.

A-41
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Materials for Other Personnel

Project Conquest and Programed Tutorial Reading involve additional

staff members. Items 22, 24, and 25.are_manuals for these eroject

memberi. 'Their purpose and format are essentially the same as those

of the teachers' manuals, and they contain all the information the

users will need to fulfill their project roles.

1.
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Item 23: ConquestCounselor's Manual

Audience: Conquest counselors

Purpose: To explain the role of the counselor in Conquest and
suggest useful counseling materials.

Description: The manual provides a brief introduction to Conquest,
taken from the Teacher's Manual. A supplementary section ,

is .provided to elaborate on the counselor's role. A list
of materials that have proven useful to Conquest counselors
is included along with brief descriptions of the uses of
these materials. No materials intended to provide pro-
fessional training in counseling are included.

Format: 8 1/2 x lt, 20 pages, illustrated, saddle stitched.

A-44
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Item 24: Conquest Nurse's Manual

'Audience: Conquest nurses

Purpose: To explain the role of the nurses in Conquest and pro-

'.
. vide sample record-keeping forms for their consideration.

Description: The manual provides a brief introduction to Conquest,
taken from the Teacher's Manual. A supplementary section
is provided to elaborate on the nurse's role. A set of
record-keeping forms used by Conquest nurses and brief
explanatiohs of the purposes of the forms are also in-
cluded'.

Format: 8 1/2,x ll, 20 pages, illustrated, saddle stitched.

4
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H.
Item 25: PTR Principal's Manual

A

Audience: Principal in PTR schelol,

ft

Purpose: To:aequaint the schoor prinCipal with PTR and delineate
those ateas in which the principal must get involved in

.:

the project.

. .

Descriptiont. This manual provides,the bdilding principal with an
ovirview of PT an ow it fits into, the school and supple-
.nent.s.and supports t instructional activities of the
'regular classroom teachers; it tells how the principal is
to participate,in the project a supervisor of tutors.

Outline:
$

1. Introduction
- A. Overview of PTR

1. Purposes
2. Rationale,

II. How .P.11 fits into the school

A. Supplements ad,u lassroom teachers

III. NW Principal is involve
A. Facilities
B. Tutor hiring
C. Scheduling
D. Tutor monitoring
E. Community relations
F. ,Relationship to tutorial supervisor

IV. Glossary
,

V. Index

. . .

Format: 8 1/2 x 11, 20 pages,, illustrated, saddle stl

(

0104.
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Appendix B

PIP REVISION RECOMMENDATIONS.

The_revision recommendations in this section are presented at

a general level to address the major, overriding difficulties that arose

in the field test for each packaged approach. They are designed to

supplement the revisions proposed in Chapter IV for all PIPS.

B-3
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Project Catch-Up Revisions

Two major problems in certain Catch-Up replicating sites could

best b6 solved in the ASK. These problems seemed to stem from the diver-

gence between the rural, sparsely populated context of replicating sites

and the urban, populous location of the exemplary site in Newport Beach.

The problems--a lack of highly qualified, half-time staff, and a dearth

of nearby publishers' representatives--relate to the lack of similarity

between exemplary and replicating sites.

Replicating project directors could not find the staff they re-

quired. As a result, the quality of teaching was not always as high

as it was in Newport Beach. Some personnel lacked the skills and

confidence necessary 4o operate a teacher-based approach such as

Catch-Up. The director of the exemplary project "buys" skills rather

than trains for them. This is feasible in populous locations such

as Newport Beach where the infrastructure supplies sophisticated and

able teachers. It is often impossible in remote areas without a

supply of qualified people to hire.

Further, an urban area attracts publisherS who are eager to bring

sample kits and conduct demonstrations. So many publishers approach

teachers in Newport Beach that screening tHem becomes a problem. This

was hardly the case in rural, remote Catch-Up replicating sites. While

this problem can be partially solved after PIP delivery by supplying

more information on materials, sites must be warned in the ASK that

teachers will have to learn to use many kits on their own. In the

past, this caused teachers distress and probably contributed to an

B-4
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initially inefficient use of the materials. Continual changes in

published materials make futile the packaging of detailed directions

for their use. Advising sites in the ASK to consider their access

to publishers and warning remote sites of potential problems are more

practical solutions.

Site visitors found that the Catch-Up PIP apparently did not

convey some aspects of the central mechanism of the project, since

no replicating site personnel could articulate it clearly. In some

cases, students were mechanically assigned. half-hour periods of

instruction--not assigned tasks and instructional periods flexibly

according to their needs--and taught in sways that appeared tedious.

Few teachers specifically Mentioned meeting the individual needs of

his or her '.'brood" of 18 students. Teachers were unaware of having

a personal materials' budget for buying games that might especially

appeal to their students. There was little flexibility evident at

the beginning of operation in the use of equipment or in encouraging-

students to choose activities.

The central mechanism, that is, providing adequate resources

and time for qualified people to use those resources with a manageable

group of students, did not seem to be completely clear. The concept

of individual accountability for students' gains was somewhat threat-

:

ening, so many teachers took group, rather than individual, responsi-

bility for gains. This reduced the emphasis on seeing that their 18

students, one way or another, learned basic reading and math skills.

Clearer descriptions of Catch-Up's vital integrated parts, and how
A

they fit together, will be included in the revised ASK and PIP.

8-5
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Another problem in some tryout sites was that the atmosphere was

tangibly different trom that in the Newport Beach labs. Missing was

some of the sense of ease and fun evident in'the learning situation

in Newport Beach. This was probably influenced by teacher selection,

but it seems clear that the PIP did not convey the way teachers inter-

act with students to help them feel (and be) successful. The pbsitive

attitudes, so difficult to convey in writing and still photography,

seem critical to Catch-Up's success. The medium'of film could,help

solve this communication. problem. When written about, the confidence,

ease, and positive orientation of teachers sound like easy-to-ignore

idealistic generalizations. POrtrayed on film, however, the affective

Climate would be clear and directly appealing.

Certain teachers in replication sites seemed to operate with three

students in much the, same way they would with 30 - -in a didactic, author-

it'arian mode. A film might provide a vivid alternative, giving teachers

an idea of how to act, not as typical classroom teachers but as more

relaxed Catch -Up teachers. This. would not be a training film with

skill objectives, but a film with an affective orientation.

in,addition to its direct appeal as a model, a film could clarify

written materials and substitute for personal visits. So often after

reading an entire PIP, the reader asked, "But what is the project really

like?" Catch-Up is particularly elusive with its many flexible, in

tangible elements. A well-made film of instruction might go a long

way in improving ns:replicat.

7°
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High Intensity Tutoring (HIT) Revisions

HIT replication sites had instructional and professional Eela-

tionships problems that could- be solved through PIP revisions and

grade-level-matching problems that could be solved through use of a

revised ASK.

HIT instruction at Highland Park was intense. The pace was fast,

with tutors checking each response as it was made. Line-by-line

programed materials lent themsel4is to accurate, immediate correction.

One mark was entered on the tutee's score sheet for each correct

response when the student made "it, not after a series of answers.

Tutoring itself lasted 20-25 minutes, probably as long as the intense,

rapid pace could be maintained, This was all active time. Tutors

0
came early and saw that folders were in place and that tutees were

occupied with work at all times, whether tutors were obtaining new

drill materials, teachers were taking roll, or visitors were present.

In contrast, instruction in some 11IT replication sites was less

intense. The pace was not as smooth. or fast as it was at Highland

Park. Tutors checked a whole page or even several pages after tutees

completed them, and appeared bored while waiting. There was conse-

quently more mischiefo.and occasions arose for teachers to correct

tutors in front of the class. 'Phis, detracted both from the tutor's

rot as a paraprofessional and from the brisk, businesslike atmosphere.

Substitute materials, :used in place of Sullivan Programmed

Readers, were standard workbooks. Tutors read instructions and then

B-7
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waited for tutees to complete a page before checking the answer section

in the teacher's manual. This detracted from the immediacy of a correct

answer noted instantly and seemed to slow down the pace in general.

Tutors and tutees arrived at the centers at the same time and

waited for roll call and for the teacher to pass out workbooks and

folders. This contributed to loss of instructional time and to making

the centers more like regular school Occasions where there is a great

deal of passive waiting. Time was also taken from one -to -one tutoring

for group instruction and for pep talks on behavior.,

Teachers and aides were often occupied in a tutoring role, since'

it was difficult to interest enough students in filling this position.

This prevented the teachers from circulating through the room :to answer

questions or supply needed materials promptly. Teachers in the tutoring

role also used a didactic, explanatory approach which prevented students

from proceeding quickly. Aides were often involved with, paperwork

during instruction because sessions were scheduled one after another

"without time between them for completing paperwork.

These differences point out the need for fuller descriptions
------.

of the instruction which occurs in HIT and counterexamples to clarify

how HIT is different from traditional schooling. Procedural issues

such as scheduling can be clarified in printed manuals, but etraining

videotape of actual HIT instruction is also recommended to show the

pace and sequence of tutoring.

B-8
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Use of a videotape for training is proposed because the tutoring )

process is easy to copy if it is understood. Tutoring procedures can

sound quite complicated in written descriptions, while a videotape training

sequence can quickly and efficiently.dhow the needed skills. Vidotape,

as opposed to film, is recommended because it tends itself to use and

review along with printed materials. No site used the 1974 PIP-proposed

method of training themselves and tutoLs--modeling tutoring behaviors.

A printed description of procedures accompanied by photographs did not

convey what tutoring was like clearly enough so that project directors

or teachers felt they wanted to try it personally or demonstrate it.

Further written descriptions could improve replication but a videotape,

lot with sound .and moving pictures, would probably be much more .efficient.

Many site personnel stated that they would find such an audiovisual

medium very helpful.

Professional relationships in HIT are designed to be "built-in";

the project director identified the two best-respected reading and

math teachers in each school and convinced the principal to release

them. Replicating.site,Project directors asked for volunteers; did

not assure teachers of tenure if they took a special projects job,.

and often hired staff new to the school. As a result, staff were

not as well established in the school nor as skilledas desired.

Scheduling was then carried out by administrators rather than by pro-
,

ject and regulir teachers, which took away a needed point of contact

for staff. These problems can be described more fully in the ASK and,

PIP, with fuller descriptions of how recommendations on procedure's

relate to one another in. obtaining, favorable results.

B-9
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HIT in Highland Park operates in the sixth, seventh, and eighth

grades. Eighth graders enjoy the social role of tutoring, and sixth

and seventh graders look.forward to becoming tutors. Implementing
---

HIT in a high school proved difficult; tutors could not always be

found. A second problem of high, school tutees was that their reading

and math abilities were too advanced for the materials HIT supplies.

By the end *of the year many had 'completed all the books available.
A

These problems could be ad ,iressed in i revised ASK.

HIT is a straightforward, structured program. A revised ASK,

and PIP, particularly'a set of materials including a training vIdeo-

-tape,showing instruction, should lead to more effective replications.
A.

O

4
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Conquest Revisions

. At liast two o'f the three Conquest ,tes have replicated the

project with reasonable accuracy. There ar .however, a number of

revisions that would appear warranted on the basis of field-test

inputs: ,The first is the revision of the configuration of clinics

and reading rooms recommended in the PIPP. The exemplary site is a

large school district anckhas Conquest facilitiet in approximately

20 locations. It is clearly not-feasible to replicate on this scale

during the first year of a. new project, so a reduced configuration

was recommended by RMC. This configuration consists of a combination

clinic/readidg,room in one school with satellite reading rooms in

two additional schools, and was chosen to reflect the proportion of

reading rooms to readkhg clinics in the exemplary site. It now appears,

however, that a more satisfactory configuration for the first year

rtrou14.4nmprise two reading clinic/reading room combination units with

no satellite reading rooms. The reason for this arrangement is that

reading clinician's are expected to.have'at least one year of experience

;working under the supervision of a supervising clinician before teaching
'

in a separate reading room or clinic. Supervising clinicians teach,

only in the reading clinics (designed for fourth through sixth graders)

and, the field-test sites, found it difficult to help the regular

clinicians in satellite rooms. The newly recommended configuration
O

would permit the regular clinicians to work With a supervising clinician

during the first year. Then, w heh expansion of the project was under-

taken, they would'be prepared to start,new reading rooms and clinics.

13-11
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A closely related source of confusion has been the role orthe

supervising clinician. Additional emphasis in the PfP needt to be

placed on the teaching responsibilities of supervising clinicians,

and their supervisory duties should be clarified. The above revision

to the laboratory configuration should also eliminate much of the

confusion as to how tbe supervising clinician can supervise regular

clinicians while also carrying a teaching load.

Two areas of conftision have been encountered in the establish-

ment of clinic or reading-room operations, The first involves the

diagnostic testing process. In the.exemplary siteit.appears that

this process plays an important role in establishing a relationship

with the child, and-1n the interactions with .the regular classroom

teacher. These aspects of the, process should. be explalned in the PIP.

Replicating site staff have alsp _expressed some dissatisfaCtion with

the particular tests used in the process, and' have suggested instru-

ments more appropriate in their own districts. A careful review of

the instruments involved should be undertaken so that reasonable

alternatives can be suggested in the PIP. In any case, the testing

procedure must be clearly described in the ASK so that sites will

understand that it is a central part of the project before committing

themselves.

The second issue relating to operation of the project concerns

the general atmosphere of day-to-day instruction. While a considerable

effort was made in writing PIP materials to describe the atmosphere,

the attempt has proven to be not entirely successful. Perhaps the

major issues are the use of carrels to create.an orderly environmen t,

B-12
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and the use of a programed reading kit to help in organizing the student's

time. A clear explanation of these issues should encourage more accurate

replication. Some additional improvement can be expected when specific

items questioned by the sites are clarified. It also appears.that film

or videotape would be a atibleantial help in conveying the feeling and

the procedures of Conquest instruction.

A number of additional related issues must also be addressed.

o Examples.are: (a) the level of students for whom the prOject is intended

requires clarification; (b) some sites expreised he desire to release

students in mid-year if they appeared to make adequate gains.- Reasons

for not releasing students in mid-year were listed by RMC and distributed

0 the sits by USOE. These reasons should be explained in the PIP;

(c),some 4onfusion has been expressed as to the kinds of classroom
.

recorft d folders that 'should be kept.- While the details of record

keeping o not appear to be central to project effectiveness, a satis-

factory ecoed-keeping system, would be a big help to teachers in the

early sages of operation, and all ambiguity in the PIP should be-elimi-
. e

noted.

F nally,,phe Conquest PIP supplies manuals for several auxiliary

projecE personnel (e.g., nurse and counselor). Although it was "not

anticipated that these personnel would'be under the direct control '

of the Conquest project director, it waselt that.they might find

some of the procedures used by their exemplary -site zsunterparts of

help, or at least of interest.' Mg,. manuals were also intended to

provide them with a.sease.of.their impomance to the project. ,The

B-13
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manuals, have been received with reac ti 114veryin from to

rejectioq, It app'ears now that additional emphasis on the fact that
.

use of the materials is not a project rgyirement but thoethe materials
..

are merely supplementary information to be used or not, as desired; .

should eliminate most of the negative reactions.
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IRIT Revisions

The replication of IRIT has been generally quite successful.

The major problems expressed by the sites have been lack of information

on the exact lesson content, and the need for more exact lists of

required instructional materials. flaterials lists should be improved

as described under the Materials/equipment revisions. Defining the

teaching areas is a problem specific to IRIT.

The basic philosophy of the IRIT project is to get highly skilled

reading teachers and to give each - teacher freddom to apply his or her

skills. Teachers are supported by the project director; who is also an

expert reading teacher, and each teacher is constrained to emphasize

one of three areas: decoding, vocabulary and comprehension, or in-
3.

dividualized reading. It was assumed in developing PIP materials that

teachers qualified to teach in IRIS would want only broad guidelines

defining their areas. The PIP thus describes the three areas in a general

way and provides sample less9n plans from the exemplary sites for each

area.

While these materials may have been adequate to provide qualified

personnel with the information they needed to replicate the IRIT project,

in the context of the field test they have not been entirelLadequate.

The orientation of the field-test sites has been to view the PIP as a set

of regulations. While, at the exemplary site, each teacher interpreted

h,1er assigned area in her own way, the field-test site teachers were uneasy
4$

about making' mistakes or doing something wrong. Like,mbst problems,' this

was aggravated by the lack of start-up time which prevented an orderly

assimilation of project concepts. Discussions with the replicating

) B-15
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teachefs have pinpointed their sources of confusion, and it should now

be possible to describe the three areas less ambiguously. The PIP

_should continue to emphasize the individualistic nature of the project.,

but at the same time it should include a more detailed set of lesson

plans from the developer site.

The most widely overlooked or ignored IRIT feature was the

mechanism for interaction with sending teachefs. Although the PIP em-
.

phasized the importance of this feature repeatedly, it was not replicated

closely. The revised PIP should point out this fact and describe the

consequences of failing to establish this mechanism. It should also

pfovide for a major training session during the preservice workshop

so that IRIT teachers can practice for the first crucial meeting with

sending teachers.

Another problem area concerns team autonomy. The exemplary site

has four teams supervised by one .project director. Her policy is to

give teams as much autonomy as possible, and this is a major contributor

to team morale. In the replicating sites, project directors have only

one team to supervise, and are highly involved in team activities. This

situation is probably natural during initial operatifts, but the PIP

should be revised to explain the importance of phasing out this involve-

ment as the project develops.

The number of schools to serve also caused some problems. Por,

a variety of reasons it is desirable to have all 45 students in a given

cycle come from artingle schodl. This should be made clear in the

ASK; and should be reemphasized in theP1P.

B-16
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The third point'concerns grouping of students. While the exemplary

.site (and the PIP) recommended heterogeneous grouping, at least one site

grouped students homogeneously for the first cycle. This created problems

with availability of materials, which-should die explained in the PIP..

e
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PTR Revisions

Visits to the PTR sites during the early stages of-the field

test revealed that few problems in getting the project into operation

occurred. The few problems that did arise indicated that revisions

were needed basically in the materials/equipment module. The major

recommendation was to update the Materials/Equipment Module each year
.41

to reflect the current status of the availability of tutoring kits.

This recommendation was made on the basis of die difficulty one PTR

site had in procuring the Ginn materials. This delayed the start of

PTR until January and students were not` able to start in the basal

series until a still later date because of the difficulty level.

Other recommendations for revision noted on tfie basis of feed-
4

back from the earlier site visits included clarifying the mechanism

.

for moving children in and out of the program, and stating_a rationale

for parent involvement. Recommendations Were also made for inclpding

alternative mechanisms for getting parents involved, especially ,since

those recommended in the PIP did not appear successful.

Field-test data collected during the later site visits revealed

that an additional revision was heeded to the PTR package: Sites

appeared to understand the tutoring process, and little difference

was observed between replicator sites and the exemplary site in these

processes. The problems were noted mainly in the overall supervision,

of the tutors. In both PTR sites, supervisors had difficulty estab-

lishing and maintaining -good relationships with the classroom teachers.

Teachers did not appear interested in the PTR program or in the progress

I
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reports completed each week by the tutors. In one rnstaiice tutors

were absolutely unwilling to listen to'the suggestions of the tutorial

supervisor..

Some of the problems mentioned above are directly related to

lack of orientation for the teachers on-Ehe PTA project, and in one site

to the fact that the tutorial supervisor was not a certified teacher.

-
It is now clear that the role of the tutorial supervisor is much more

critical than specified in the PIP. It is therefore recommended that

a supervisor manual be included as part of the package. This migual

should contain a description of the superyisor's skills and roles,

and procedures for monitoring tutoting, reporting pupil progress, con-

ducting in-service training, and maintaining public relation. Directly

related to this topic, it seems critical to recommend that teacher

judgment be exercised in selecting students for participation in the

PTR program, since in one site teachers were annoyed that their opinions

were ignored. The.original PIP did not clearly state in the Project

Management Directory the importance of involving teachers in selecting

students. The rationale for involving teachers in the selection process

should be stated in both the project director's materials and in the

supervisor materials.

A final recommendation is that the tutor tape/slide training

presentation be segmented into sections dealing with one iteteprogram

each. During site visits, it was observed that a few tutors executed

one item program completely while performing another haphazardly. ,By

segmenting the tape/slide presentation, it would be possible to have

fl -19
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individual tutors review only the portions of the traiaing relevant

to the item program needing practice. In addition, it would be possi-

ble to individualize the training more effectiirely by presenting

portions of the total tape/slide presentation separately.

A revision recommendatiOn on which it is not possible to sec deals

with the availability of the Alphabet Skills Booklet. Replicating

sites had difficulty obtaining this booklet, but felt it is a vital

component. However, the FIR developers are unwilling to allow its

inclusion in the Pips they feel, it is not necessary, to the great frus--

tration of replicators. Since the Alphabet Skills Booklet is thus not

available, perhaps the PIP should recommend that children be withheld

from the project un511 they have acquired_the necessary readiness

skills.

or
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R-3 Revisions

The major. revisions recommended for the R-3 package as a result

of the initial site visits were (I) to clearly explain how to incorpOrate

the gaming/simulations (G/S) materials into the existing curriculum and

(2) to include all the GiS materials in the package to expedite quality

control and promptness. Other recommendations included inserting a-full

discussion of)011 atiOnale of the type of staff and materials needed

(especially classroom carpeting) and more detailed information on how

to teach in the project.

As a result of the final visits to the four.sites and a more

direct focus on the instructional approach, it seems obvious that a

curriculum resource person 1.s needed as part of the overall management

mechanism. Such a person was available to the exemplary site during .

the validation of-the project, but was thought to,be a nonessential role

for packaging purposes. In all R-3 sites with the exception of one, a

large percentage of the project diceCtor's time was spent serving as

a curriculum resource person. In addition, little coordination among

the three curriculum areas (reading, math, and social studies) occurred

because most project directqrs were not skilled in the area of mathematics

and social studies, or they had no idea how 'to integrate the three

areas. The reading classes appeared to be theif stronghold, and these

classes were better equipped and organized in instruction than either

the math or social studies classes.

It is anticipated that once the project director and person-

nel become familiar with the concept of gaming/simulations, with the

ways games and simulations are integrated in all three areas; and with

B -21
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the ways gaming/simulations can he_ adapted to the existing school

'curriculum, the role of the curriculum resource person trill not be

needed. Cadre staff, once trained, would serve as resource persons

to incumbent staff. The rationale for having cadre persons (other

than to reduce class size) therefore needs to be clarified in the

PIP.

All four sites appeared to understand what the main featoires

of the R-3 project were. However, all but one incorporated the main

features of contracts, diagnostc prescriptive teaching, and gaming/

simulations into the curriculum in a manner that differed from what was

originally intended in the PIP. Two of the sites assumed that the GIS

activities were to be usedin social studies, while contracts were to

be used in math, and the diagnostic prescriptive approach was to be used

in reading. One site assumed that the games and simulations materials

were to be used as the entire social studies curriculum until mid-year,

when the social studies ehichers insisted that textbooks be btought back

into the classroom and that the G/S materials be used to motivate and

reinforce textbook Learning. All 'Of these misconceptions support the

need for additional teacher training materials on how to teach, as

well as additional project director materials for providing in-service

training

In all but one site, staff relationships and' nonproject personnel

relationships were achieved as intended in the PIP. it seems essential

that caution he used in selecting the project director and in assuring

that the project director be given autonomy during the selection/adop-

tion stage. It is recommended that this issue be stressed in the

ASK materials and be a central issue in the monitor's manual.
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Appendix C

LEVEL "A" MODEL OF THE PIP REPLICATION MECHANISM

This appendix outlines the Level A model (general to all six
PIPs) of the intended PIP replication mechanism. The major outline
headings for perionnel, other resources, and students are:

Selection/Adoption Outcomes

Startup,

(New) Inputs

Processes

Outcomes

Operation

(New) Inputs

Processes

Outcomes

C-3
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Personnel

Selection/Adoption

'Intended Outcomes

I. Project Director

A. Roles and related issues

. Project Director involved in and identified in grant-

application

. Project.Director given authoritYlautonomy to operate

project including hiring, methodology
.

. Project Director has distridt ja appropriate to PIP

role, and relea'sed for part-ltime project work during

.spring Start-up

. Project Director given optimal time during, right period

for planning. project

H.N. Skills/Characteristics

1. Technical qualifications (PIP specific) of Project Director
\

. Subject matter /methodology skills'

. Testing skills ,

. Teacher training skills

. Materials knowledge (for ordering and using)

2. Administrative qualifications of Project Director

Is a self-starter, will provide. project driving

9 force.

. Has working knowledge of district channels and

procedures, capability to expedite hfting staff,

ordering materials, and make other arrangement's

. Has professional aid personal respect in district,

assertive personality, effective PR skills, personal

friendships/contacts among diStriet teaching and

administrative personnel, appropriate socio-

ethnic background for district.

C-4
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3. PIP knowledge .

. Can explaAn main project features as described in

the ASK materials.

C. Attitudes

. Desires to replicate PIP-project rather than apply

professional skills to changing or improving it (base

on understanding that the project is one of a few

demonstrated successes in the country).

. Welcomes challenge of a personally difficult task;

has no illusions Of the RIP doing the Project Director's

work.
4

II. Project Personnel

A. Roles and-related issues

*4.

None specified prior to Start-up.

B. Skills/Characteristics (PIP specific)

.'fool of potential personnel in each PIP-specified

category. Nay include master teachers,.teacher§,

aides,,, tutors, counselors, nurses. Some PIPs specify

personality requirements, socio-ethnic match, etc.

.C. Attitudes

. Acceptance of project approachThethodolOiY/instructional

strategy.

. Acceptance of PIP concept, i.e.; changing the status

quo bx replicating a project developed elsewhere.

III. Non-project Personnel-- .

A. Roles and relatda issues
e.

. District hierarchywnot adversely affected 11 PIP grant.

. PIP project viewed,as relatively autonomous. Grant

not seen ao supportive of pre-existing projects or school
.

district in general.

B. Skills/Characteristics

. Relevant district personnel (School Board, administrators,

principals, etc.) can describe PIP project at the level

c, of the ASK materials and state, how -,it will impact their

areas of responsibility.
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C. Attitudes

. Relevant

projecgs:

. Relevant

approach

r.

diitrict personnel

.

district personnel

specified in the P

c-6 \,

14J

accept federally funded

accept the remedial

IP.

*or

'5

ar.



I. Project Director

A..PIP

O

e

Personnel

Start-Up

IL tended Inputs

1. PIP information ',PIP-specific)

. All P.D. activities and tasks listed under "Start-

up Pl.ocesses" are described in terms of the basic

- steps, the intendedoutcomes or objectives, and

timing considerations.

2. PIP sell-training materials

. Project-spedific or unusual task eescriptions

include procedures.on how accomplish tasks,

techniques used by thedeVeloperrsite, P.D., etc.

No programmed or similar learning,materials are

included for use by theoP.D. (except for Programmed

Tutorial Reading).. It is assume that ,the P.D.

has the required basic skills.

3. P/P.job aids,

. PIP PR materials and special T.D.:orientation

Materials are intended to orient the,P.D. during

Selection/Adoption:-

. Calendars are included in PIP for. use by the P.D,

and are intended to help the P.D. plan project

activities *

Sample forms, memosetc. from the originating

site are included in the PIP and are intended

to be adapted or adopted for use by the P.O.

(Inclusion of forms depend largely on availability

from the originating site

B. Technical assistance

. PIP-specifiel,consultantsfor staff training, etc.

. USOE provides limited, PIP-consistent answers to

P.D. questions

C-7
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C. Money -

. Adequate funds to pay P.D. at local pay scale

D. USOE'and otfier government ,constraints

OE or other agency. monitors monthly progress

'reports. Encourages P.D. to, maintain schedule and

replicate accurately without treating PIP as a legal
, .

0
contract."

. OE pievedts P.D. from contacting originating sites.

. State and local restrictions are consistent with

project requirements.

. OE imposes evaluation reqdirements.and criteria.

E. (Fieldtryout inputs)

. None intended

II. Project Staff

A. PIP

1. PIE.-.information (PIP-specific)

. Provides descriptions of basic tasks for all

project personnel and procedures,to use for

accomplishing the ,tasks.

2.-PTP self-training materials

. Project-specific or unusual task descriptions

include procedures for accomplishing tasks1,

techniques used by developer site teachers,

aides, and other personnel.'

. Programmed learning materials are included

.., for use by PTR tutors.

3. Job aids

. PIP PR materials And special materials for

orienting staff are included for use by the P.D.

for orienting staff during Start-up.

. Calendars are included for use by teachers (and/

or aides in some projects) to help staff plan

classroom activities.

C-8
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. Sample forms for teachers, principals, aides,

and other 'staff, teacher-made materials and

other classroom aids are included in the PIP and

are intended to be adopted or adapted for use by

staff (InClusion of sample classroom aids depended

largely oa availability from the originating site).

B. Technical-assistance

. None directly toproject staff except PIP-specific

consultants.

C. Money

. Adequate funds to pay appropriate staff at local pay

scale.

D. USOE and other government constraints

. USOE requires adherence to PIP-specified,hiring

guidelines.

(Field-tryout input's)

. None intended.

III. Non-project personnel

A. PIP

1. PIP information (PIP-specific)

. All activities and tasks for non-project personnel

listed under Start-up Processes (e.g., orientation,

scheduling) are described to the P.D. for supervision

and coordination of the task or activity.

2. PIP self-training materials

. Project-specific or unusual task descriptions

for non-projeCt personnel are described for

the P.D. who supervisei or coordinates the task(s).

No programmed or similar learning materials are

included for use b non-project staff.

3. PIP job aids

. PIP PR materials and special orientation materials

are included in each PIP to orient school administrators,

patents, and. other non-project personnel.

c -9
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E. Technical assistance

. None intended.

EJJ22!L__.-
. None intended.

D. USOE and other government constraints

1. USOE encourages district officers to cooperate in

replication.

E. (Field-tryout inputs)

. . None intended.

I

C- tO
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Personnel

Start-Up

Interded Processes

Start-up tasks_and/or activities designed to ensure installation of

operational project (appropriate roles, skills/characteristics

attitudes in personnel).

I. Project Director

A. Establishing roles, and related issues

. . P.D. hires staff to establish

appropriate authority

. P.D. controls budget

. Successful completion of

-
Start-tirtasks leads tocon-

tinued positive attitude toward

project

B. Selection processes: None, Selection

completed before Start-up begins:

C. Training (for central P.D. skills/

tasks)

1. PIP-use

. Self orientation to PIP

and Project through Com-

ponent 1 materials

2, PR: No training

. PR materials provided

in Component 1

3. Scheduling: No training

: P.D. follows Project

Management Calendar

charts

4. Facilities/space .arrange-

ments

C-11
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and

Time
...

PIP specified amount of
time but prior to opening
of school in fall.

One week scheduled for
self orientation 'followed
by presentation of newly
learned information to
district personnel.

Time for arrangements,
ordering, and hiring
provided in the spring.



. No training: description

of requirements provided

wn

5. Materials ordering

. Nu training; lists of

materials and information

sheets provided

6. Staff. selection and hiring

. Staff quarlidacions

listed (some PIPs des-

cribe ways of finding

the appropriate staff)

7. Staff training; (PIP-specific) Time provided during

. All PIP
the summer to plan and:

s describe skills
prepare the Preservi.ce

staff members must learn: Workshop.

some provide teaching sug-

geicions and/or aids (e.g..

PTR tape-slide)

. Basic training mechanism

described. in PIP is the

I'reservice Workshop

8. Student selection; (PIP-specific) Timing is PIP-specific

Instructions in each Pip
Some projects have
spring student casks.

9. Budgeting: No training

. Monthly budget sheets in

Calendar

10. Other skills

. Organization of parent

involvement etc. (PIP-

specific)

II. Project Personnel.

A. Establinhing roles

. PIP-specific mechanism for es-

Labiishing roles (e.g., P.D.

.C-12
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involves teachers in selection

of aides for R-3)

. P.D sets tone for establishing

roles

B. Selection processes

1. P.D. recruits according to

staff specifications and

qualifications in PIP

2. P.D. orients principals4and

administrators to enlist

cooperation in recruiting

3. P.A. conforms to district

hiring regulations

4. P.D. uses, PIP orientation

materials to attract staff

candidates- .

5. P.D. offers attractive

positions in terms of

salary and .tenure

C. Training processes

1. Introduction to project via

P.D. presentation using PIP

brochures, filmstrip and

tape

2. Training in project skills

. PIP-specific processes:

Basic mechanism is Pre-

service Workshop (except

for R-3); continues

with inservice

. Organized by P.U. (with

help of.her senior staff

in some projects)
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Recruiting done in
spring when personnel
are available.

Introduction in spring
before rumors begin
and before fall job
commitments are final.
PIP provides enough
time to absorb new .

concepts.

Workshop begun after-
all,personnel, material,
and facilities are avail-
able, but before school
starts-in fall. Typically
two weeks scheduled.



,

III. Non-project Personnel

A. Establishing roles

. PIP-specific mechanism for

establishing roles

. P.D. sets One for establishing Early spring shortly

roles with non-project personnel
after aware of PIP
contract

Timing is PIP-specific

including principal and others

B. Selection processes

. None

C. Training processes

. Introduction to project via

P.D. presentation using PIP

brochures, filmstrip', and

tape
,

: Interaction with school

personnel specified (cdn-

Terences, meetings, etc.)

. Orientation/PR for 'parents

in the form of conference's,

suppers, etc.

5

Introduction in Spring
before rumors betin.and
'before job commitments
are final.
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I. Project Director

Personnel

Start-Up

Intended Outcomes

A. Rbles and related issues

. P.D. has authority and respect of staff.

B. Skills/Characteristics ,

1. Technical qualifications (PIP-specific) of P.D.

. P.O. demonstrates all PIP;ipeeific skills/tasks

2. Administrative qualifications

. P.D. continuously demonstrates effective adminis-

trative qualifications by successful execution

of PIP-specified management tasks.

C. Attitudes

. P.D. expresses confidence in project and staff.

II. Project Personnel

A. Roles and related issues

. Staff roles established as per PIP specifications.

B. Skills/Characteristics

. Project personnel can effectively answer questions

about the program philosophy, instructional protedures,

and anticipated classroom operations.

C. Attitudes

. Project staff expresses enthusiasm about replicating

the project.

. Project staff expresses confidence in being able to

implement program.

III. non - project Personnel

A. Roles and related issues (PIP-specific)

B. Skills /Characteristics

. Non-project staff can effectively communicate the

goals of the project to others.
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C. Attitudes

. Non-project personnel express enthusiasm about having

*le project in their school.

C-16



Personnel

Operation

,Intended (New)litipfi

I. Project Director

A. PIP

1. PIP Information (PIP-specific)

. All PD activities and tasks listed under "operation"

2.. PIP self-training materials

. Project- specific or unusual task descriptions

3. PIP job aids

. PIP inservice training materials

. Calender for operation phase of project

Sample forms and memos from originating site

. Informatiodon curriculum materials

B. Technical Assistance

. PIP specified consultation

. Local evaluation

. Publisher's representatives ,

. Training Speakers

. Contact with originating site as needed (site-specific)

C. Money
4

. Sufficient funds allocated appropriately for project

operation -

D. Monitoring (U.S.O.B. constraints)

. Federal., State, and local goverpmental contac6

. Field evaluation (or other contractual monitoring)

contacts

II. Project Staff

A. PIP

1. PIP Information (PIP-specific)

. Descriptions of basic tasks for all project personnel

and procedures to use for accomplishing the tasks for

project operation

C-17
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2. PiP self-training materials

. Procedures for accomplishing tasks, techniques

used by developer site staff

3. Job aids

. PIP "original art" materials for use as models of

teacher-made instructional materials and of moti-
-,

vational decorating ideas.

. Calenders are included to assist project staff in

planning classroom instruction and management

. Sample forms for project staff to use or modify

for reports, letters, etc.

B. Technical Assistance

C..Money

. PIP-specific training consultants

. PIP-specific budget for instructional materials, rewards,

summer programs, etc.

D. Monitoring (U.S.O.E. constraints)

. Classroom observation and interviews by government agency

representatives

E. Field test staff or other contractual monitors

. Classroom observation interviewing

III. Non-project personnel

A. PIP

1. PIP information (PIP-specific)

. All activities and tasks for non-project personnel

listed unde r Operation Processes (e.g., Professional

Relationships) are described to the P.D. or staff

for supervision and coordination orlie task or

activity.

2. PIP e.11-training materials.

. Project-specific or unusual task descriptions for

non7project personnel are described for the P.D.

who supervises or,coordinates the task(s)

. No programmed or similar learning materials are

included for use by non-project staff.
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3. PIP job aids

. PIP PR materials are included in each.PIP to

present the project Co community groups, parents,

and other non-project personnel.

B. Technical Assistance

. None intended

C. Money

. None intended

Moilitoring (W.S.O.E. or other government constraints)

. U.S.O.E. encourages state and local officers to

--- cooperate in replication

E. (Field Tryout Inputs)

. (Interviews and Questionnaires)

C-1.9
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C.

0

P.

Personnel

Operation .,

Interded Processes

,Operation tasks and/Or activities designed to insure
replication of project (management and instruction).

I. Project Director

A. Maintaining toles: and related issues Basks are performed

. PD utilizes PIP-presdribed vwittiPIP-specified

management stye (eg. trouble- . 'intervals and,dura-
,

shoots, maintains communica- CiOn

tion with staff, supervises,

etc.) leads to continued

authority structure

. PD successfully completes Opera-

tion tasks leads to continued

positive attitude toward project

4

R. Selection processes: None, selection

completed beforeOpyation begins '(un-

less replacement'aTPD becomes necessary)

'C. Ttaining (for central P.D. skills/tasks)

1. PIP-use

. PD refers to PIP as needed to

answer questions

. Follows instructions for use

of PIP materials (e.g., uses

monthly Management Checklists)

. Uses PIP job tides and refei-

ence 'material (e.g., handouts

for in-servle training,

memos, film-strip(s), etc.)

163 .
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PR (Parents; Community Groups,

Board of Education, Principals)
6

. P.D. uses and modifies job

aides provided in compo-
.

,rents one and two

. P.D. performs PR tasks as
.

specified in PIP (e.g.,

organizes patent 'Advisory

board)

3. Scheduling: :

. P.D. uses PIP information

on scheduling students

. P.A. follows Project Man-

agement Calendar

4. Materials ordeiing

. P.D. uses lists of materials

and information sheets

. follows PIP instruc-

tions on ordering.

5. Staff selection and Hiring io

next school year and for re-

placing staff,

. P.D. uses staff qualifica-

tions'(some PIPs describe

how to form a training)

. Some PIPS describe how to

forma "pool of potential

staff"

6. Staff training-

P.D. uses lists of staff.

skills described in PIPs .

. P.D. uses PIP descriptions

of content and procedures

for planning in-service,

training

C-21
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7. Student selection

. P.D. uses instructions in

PIP for replacing students

8. Budgeting

. F.D. uses monthly budget

sheets and descriptions of

procedures for managing

budget

9. Monitoring classroom activities

. P.D. uses monthly progress

checks, etc. from teachers

as a monitoring device

. P.D. uses PIP descriptions

about visiting classrooms,

obtaining reports from

supervising teachers, etc.

P.D. uses all PIP descripL

tions of classroom proce-

dures (Student Relationships.

Album, Filmstrip, Classroom

Management Directory, etc.)

to establish criteria for

monitoring

10. Conducting summative evaluation

. P.D. uses PIP instructions on

compiling student test results

Li. Conducting formative evaluation

. P.D. uses project descrip-

tions throughout PIP to

formulate juVgments about

how the project is progress-

ing

P.D. uses descriptions of in-

service sessions, teacher

C-22
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evaluation meetings, etc.

to plan constructive feed-

back for improving the

project.

12. Planning for subsequent year

. P.D. uses PIP materials

(including Start-up mate-

xials) for planning subse-

quent year's operation

II. Project Personnel

A. Maintaining roles

PD uses PIP-specified mechanism

for maintaining roles (e.g., PD

involves staff in making project

decisions, keeps staff informed,

directs staff through lead teach-

er)

. PD models desired professional

relationships

. Project staff, follow Professional

Relationships Album guidelines in

maintaining roles

B. Selection Processes

. P.D. replaces staff as needed using

staffing procedures described in

Start-up

. P.D. recruits and interviews can-

didates for staff positions for

subsequent year's operation.

C. Training processes

1. P.D. or lead teacher conducts

in-service training on project

instructional and management

skills, and on attitudes

.C-23
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2. Project staff uses PIP materials

to learn instructional and manage-

ment skills, and attitudes

III. Non-project Personnel

A. Maintaining roles

. PIP-specified mechanism for

maintaining roles (e.g., P.D.

attends teacher's meetings)

. P.D. sets tone in maintaining

roles (e.g., cooperates with

principals)

. Project staff follow Professional

Relationships Guide in maintain-

ing roles with non-project staff

B. Selection process

. None

C. Training processes

. Introduction, to project (for per-

sonnel not present during start-

813) via P.D. presentation using

PIP brochures, filmstrip, and

tape

. P.D. and staff interaction with

school personnel as specified in

-PIP

. Orientation /.PR for parents in the

form of conferences, suppers,

etc.

1.
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Personnel

Operation

Intended Outcomes

I. Project Director

A. Roles and Related Issues

. P.D. has authority and respect of staff

. P.D.'s Channels of Communication well established

(within project and district)

. P.D. has job security

B. Skills and characteristics

1. Technical qualifications of P.D.

. P.D. demonstrates expertise in all PIP-specific

skills/tasks during project operation

- Selection of students to match program

goals

- Logistics (e.g., arranging space, schedul-

ing students, managing time)

- PIP-use

- Subject area (e.g., reading specialist)

- Materials/equipment

- Methodology (e.g., gaming/simulations)

- Training

2. Administrative qualifications

. P.D. demonstrates expertise in carrying out PIP-

specified administrative tasks during operation

- Staffing

- Public Relations

- Management of Budget

- Monitoring of instruction

- Program evaluation (formative and summative)

- Planning for subsequent year

163
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C. Attitudes

. P.D. expresses confidence in her role as director

. P.D. expresses confidence in her staff and in the

project's success

. P.D. expresses acceptance of program philosophy, and

goals

. P.D. is supportive of and has appropriate attitudes

toward project and non-project staff

II. Project Personnel

A. Roles and Related Issues

. Roles played by each staff member are appropriate

. Channels of communication among staff (project and

non-project) are well established

B. Skills/Characteristics

1. Project personnel effectively demonstrate instructional

skills in

- Testing

- Diagnosing students

- Prescribing student work (e.g., contracts)

- Using materials, equipment, games, etc.

Selecting students-

- Grouping students (e.g., small groups, hetero-

geneous groups, across grade pairs, etc.)

- Using appropriate presentation mode (e.g., lec-

ture, demonstration, inquiry approach)'

- Using appropriate motivational system

2. Project personnel effectively demonstrate classroom

management skills in

- Arranging the learning environment (materials.

furniture, bulletin boards, etc,)

- Maintaining student records

- Scheduling students

- Scheduling equipment use

- Scheduling student activities (e.g., trip days,

game days, counselori's day, etc.)
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3. Project personnel effectively demonstrate other

management skills in

- Planning non-classroom activities (e.g., trips,

magic shows, etc.)

- Curriculum planning (developing units, etc.)

- Public relations (parent meetings, school

assembly presentations, etc.)

C. Attitudes

. Project staff express confidence in carrying out

their roles/tasks

. Project staff express confidence in director, in

other project staff

. Project staff demonstrate PIP-specified attitudes

toward students (e.g., success orientation)

. Project staff expresses acceptance of program

philosophy and goals

. Project staff are supportive of and have appropriate

attitudes toward non-project staff

. Project §taff ars supportive of and have appropriate

attitudes toward other project staff

III. Non-project Personnel

A. Roles and related issues

. Channels of communication with project staff are

well established

. Non-project personnel view project teacher as resource

person(s) (PIP specific)

B. Skills/Characteristics

. Non-project personnel effectively communicate the

goals and methods of the project to othets

. Non-project teachers can identify students in their

class who should participate in the program

. Non-project teachers and principal can coordinate

the existing school program with special project

activities (e.g., do not require make-up homework,

do not require students to work during recess, etc.)
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C. Attitudes

. Non-project personnel express enthusiasm about having

the project in their school

. Non-project personnel view students as being more.

successful (e.g., getting better grades, having more

potential for learning, etc.)

. Non-project staff are supportive of and have appro-

priate attitudes toward project staff (e.g., express

confidence in project staff)
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Other Resources

Selection/Adoption: Intended Outcomes

I. Materials

A.. Availability
.

. PIP-specified instructional materials, equipment, and

supplies available from publishers or district

B. Adequacy

Available materials, equipment, and sunplies are

adequate according to PIP specifications

C. Acceptability

. District and/or participatl school(s) agree to use

PIP core

manner

D. Related systems

. Districtuor-school ordering and processing system permit

delivery of PIP materials on schedule

. District or school channels for approval of orders

including making minor budget adjustments are not

in conflict with PIP

. District or school Paeedures of making inventories

and/or eliciting bids on materials are not in con-

flict with PIP

and supplementary materials in PIP specified

. District or school policies regarding use of budget

early in year are not in conflict with PIP

II. Facilities

A. Availability

. Appropriate classroom space (e.g.,-does not require

taking teacher's lounge or kindergarten), available in

district, or poreable space available to purchase.

. Desks, chairs, blackboards, etc. available

. Office space in appropriate location for P.D. and
0. .v

secretary available
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-B. Adquacy

Classrooms, desks, chafis, tables, carpeting. and

other facilities are adequate according to PIP

specifications

C. Acceptability

. District and/or participating school(s) agree co use

facilities as specified in PIP

D. Related systems

. District management system for allocating facilities

are not in conflict with PIP
ri
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Other Resources

,Start-Up

intended.(New) Inputs

I. Materials

A. PIP Inputs

1. PIP information (for selecting and purchasing required

materials)

. Core materials are clearly distinguished from

supplementary materials.-

. Information clearly distinguishes supplies om

equipment for link item changes

. Non-conflicting information is stated

. Information indicates grade level for which materials

were designed, subject categorii14 quantity (per

student, per classroom, or per-Chool), edition,

etc. for beginning operations

. Information on how to find hardware/software items

in catalogues is clear

. Adequate number of brochures which describe each

item are contained in PIP

. Each item is, classified as a book, film, kit,

reference book, etc.

. Special use of materials in project is described;

teacher comments indicated (e.g., book designed

for teachers or students)

. information sufficient on which materials are

consumable, which are not

2. Sample materials

a. Materials designed by developer site

. Have clear directions for using

. . Are complete or have directions for completing

. Are organized systematically

. Are suitable for duplication (spelling errors

corrected, sentences complete, etc.)
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b. Commercial materials

. Include sample copies of teacher test manuals,

diagnostic tests, etc.
A

B. Technical assistance

. No new inputs for technical assistance.ther than PIP-

specified assistance provided

C. Money

. Adequate budget for purchasing or modifying materials

D.,USOE constraints

. Ney inputs on materials from USOE not expected (except
*

through monitoring system, if available)

'E. (Field-tryout inputs)

None intended
N

II. Facilities

A. PIP information (on how to select, purchase, or make arrangements

for required facilities)

. Information provided on quantity per student, per class-

room,"per school needed for beginning operation

. Information provided on which facilities are made

available by the district (e.g., P.D.'s office space,

furniture, etc.)

O.

B. Technical assistance

. No technical assistance other than PIP specified assistance

provided

C. Money

. Adequate budget for PIP-specified classrooms, tables,

chairs, carpeting, and other facilities

D. USOE constraints

. New OE inputs on facilities not expected (except

through monitoring system, if available)

E. (Field-tryout inputs)

. None intended
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Other Resources

Start-Up

Intended ProceOes

I. Materials

A. Selecting/Ordering .

. PIP designated persOn becomes

oriented to instructional

approach
0
. Survey is made of materials,

available in each classroom,

school, etc.

. Core materials lists, supple-

- mentary-iubject matter area,

gride level, etc.,'are con

sulted

.. Alternate materials are

selected if necessary
.

mechaiism for

channeling ordering of

materials/equipment is

determined ancrused

B. Distributing /Allocating

. Mechanism for sorting and
0

distribdting materials is

established by PIP designated

person

. Mechanism for materials inven-

`tbry is established

. Hails for storage of materials

(including their safety) are0
4 madel

. Materials are distributed to

Prior to the summer closing

of school; do?
Following orientation to
the PIP.; amount of time

is PIP specific.

0

Prior to the opening of
school in the fall;

Amount of time is PIP
_specific:

each person, classroom, in-

servicp room, or-school as

designated in PLP

C-3?
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II. Facilities

A. Selecting/Ordering

; . PIP designated person uses

PIP to determine what

facilities are needed

. District office or

principal is contacted.

for making arrangements

to obtain facilities

(classroom, desks,

tables)'

B. Distributing/Allocating

. FPilities are allocated

via district procedures

. Portable classrooms, carpets, .

A'

Prior to the summer
closing of school;
amount of time is PIP

I specified.

furniture; etc. are installed

via district procedures

I 1
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Other Resources

Start-Up

Intended Outcomes

I. Materials

A. Availability of materials

. Core materials available to staff during preservice

training/orienting

. Materials available in each classroom for operationt

stage use; materials are appropriately placed in

labs, classrooms, etc.

R. Adequdcy of materials .

. Appropriate coxe, supplementiry materials available

to staff during.presirvice training/orienting in

adequate"mumbers

C. AbceptAbility of materials

. Staff plan to use core materials and supplementary

materials as serecified in PIP

II. Facilities

A. Availability of facilities

. Facilities available to staff during preservice training/

orienting

B. Adequady of facilities

. Available facilities are adequate as specified in PIP*

C. Acceptability of facilities,

. Available facilities are acceptable to project and

non-project personnel

4
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Other Resources

Operations

Intended (New) Inputs

I. Materials

A. PIP input.:

1, r/e information

. States ordering procedures for the Operation

Stage

. Contains catelogs and fact sheets to assist

personnel in ordering additional materials

during the school year.

2. Sample materials

a. Materials designed by developer site (for use

during Operations)
a

b. Commercial materials

B. Technical Assistance

1. Publisher representatives (e.g., consultation on

ordering)

C, Money

. Sufficient funds allocated appropriately for PIP

specified materials

D. (U.S.O.E. constraints)

. No Federal, State, and local governmental monitoring

intended

E. (Fi.od try-out inputs)

. None intended

jf. Facilities

A. PIP information

. None intended

B. Technical assistance

. None intended

C. Money

. Sufficient funds allocated appropriately for PIP

specified facilities

C-36
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D. U.S.O.E. constraints

. None intended

E. (Field try-out inputs)

. None intended

!

.

i
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Other Resources

Operation

Intended Processes

I. Materials

A. Selecting and Ordering

. P.D. and/or teachers order

additional materials as needed

using PIP procedures

. P.D. uses effective ordering

procedures for obtaining

materi.ls

B. Distributing/Allocating

. Mechanism for sorting and dis-

tributing materials is used

. Mechanism for materials inven-

tory is used

. Plans for storage of materials

(including their safety) are

carried out

. Materials are distributed

II. Facilities

A. Selecting/Ordering

. None intended

B. Distributing/Allocating

. None intended

13i
C-38
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Other Resources

Operation

Intended Outcomes

I. Materials

A. Availability

. Core materials available for use by staff and students

. Materials appropriately placed in labs, classrooms,

etc.,

B. Adequacy

. Appropriate materials available for staff and students

in adequate numbers

C. Acceptability
. -

. Staff members use core and supplementary materials

specified in PIP

II. Facilities

A. Availability

. Facilities available for use by staff and students

as specified in PIP

B. Adequacy of,facilities

. Facilities are adequate for instruction (heating,

lighting, ventilation, etc.)

C. Acceptability of facilities

. Use of project classroois is acceptable to project

and non-project staff

182
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Students

Selection/Adoption

Intended Outcomes

A. Skills/Characteristics

. Pool of students who have PIP-specified achievement level in

PIP subject area

. Grade levels in replicating site schools match grade level

configuration in PIP (e.g., Conquest must have schools with

grades 1-6 in order to have PIP specified reading room)

. Socio-economic level of students in school match socio-

economic level of students described in PIP

B. Attitudes

. PIt-specific; appropriate to the type of individual or

group instruction used in the project.

C-40
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Students

Start-Up

Intended (New) Inputs

A. PIP information

`. PIP-specific selection procedures clearly stated

. PIP information clearly states which kind of students-to serve,

e.g., ability level, grade level,' socio-economic level

. Test directions and scoring procedures (diagnostic, standardized,

and teacher made) are clear

. PIP clearly states how many searing-Are to participate in

program per school year, per grade level, per classroom and/

or classroom period, and per teacher, aide, etc.

. PIP clearly states length of time for student participation

(e.g., PTR,'entire school year)
A

Number of students to be served at any given time is clear

. PIP is clear on procedures for grouping students within the

classroom (e.g., HIT = one 7th or, Sth grade tutor and one

6th or 7th grade tutee are paired)

B. Technical assistance

. No new technical assistance related to selecting students

during Start-up

C. Money

. No funsis are designated directly for students

D. USOE constraints

USOE limits student participation exclusively to those

students meeting PIP - specified characteristics

E. (Field-tryout inputs)

. Node intended

M

C.41.
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-
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Students

Start-Up

Intended Processes

. Achievement level data (if available) and student lists

are obtained and organized for student selection

. Some PIPs specify special selection tasks to be completed

during-Start-up
,

. Plans are made to use PIP-specified management mechanisms

for scheduling students (PIP-specified process)
. .4

i

,

-

e

4,

{

c

Period in
school year
and amount of
time is PIP-
specific

-
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Students

Start-Up

Intended OuEcomes

A. Student skills/characteristics

. Pool of students with PIP-specified skills and characteristics

froth which project students can be selected

B. Student attitudes

..Pool of students with PIP-specified attitudes

Ara
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THE PIP REPLICATION MECHANISM
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Appendix D

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THE PIP REPLICATION MECHANISM

Actual. Observed inputs, processes, and outcomes at the replicating

A

sites.

Adoption/selection stage. A stage beginning with receipt of the first

information about the availability of a PIP and ending with a

decision ro award a PIP to a 'site (e.g., notice'about monies

available in Federal Register, writing of the PIP proposal, visit

to Washington, D.C., and the like).
4

Establishing roles. Procedures designed to create roles or authority

relationships which fall under neither selection nor training (e.g.,

giving a project director the task of hiring teachers to establish

authority over them).

Facilities. All rooms or space with associated furniture, blackboard's,

carrels, and the like, relatqd to thedproject.

Information. Descriptions of tasks and activities in terms of intended

outcomes and their sequences. The significance of this category

for the revision of PIPs is the assumption that project directors

and other staff will know how to accomplish the tasks and activities

described in this brief manner.

Inputs. The entirety of basic resources, including site characteristics,

`information, money, constraints, and the like, available at (or given

to) a site for project replication.

D -3
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Instruction. See Training.

Job aids. Materials designed to be used by personnel in carrying

out tasks. These include such materials as public relations film-

strips, handouts, forms, memos, and 'calendars.

Intended (adj.). Designed for a specific purpose. (Those inputs,

processes, and outcomes which ate explicitly stated in the PIP

01isr and those which mny be inferred as necessary for accomplish-

ing PIP prescribed tasks.)

Materials. All equipment, supplies, and instructional materials

related to the project. Processes relating to materials are

selecting, ordering, diitributing, and allocating. ,,(See also

Outcomes.)

(New) inputs. The .additional inputs (e.g:, information, money,

constraints, assistance) gi;Ien for use at the start-up or

operation stage of tine project.

Nonproject personnel. Persons who have qn
.

impact on project success,

including district andfahool personnel who do not work directly

4
for the project and pfrents or other community figures whose "

support is required or whose disapproval could be detrimental to

project success.

18
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Operation stage. A stage beginning with the first contact with students

and ending at the close of the school year (e.g., diagnostic

treating, scheduling students, instruction, parent meetings, in-

service training, and the like).

Other resources: related systems. District mechanisms for ordering,

distributing or allocating materials or facilities. '

Outcomes. Results; for personnel and students, described in terms of

their roles, skills, attitudes; for materials and facilities,

described interms of their availability, adequacy in relation.

I

to PIP specifications, and acceptability to relevant personnel.

PIP: Information. Reference materials and identification of tasks.

and activities in terms of their outcomes and sequences. (It is

'assumed that staff membeis know how Co accomplish Che tasks and

activities described in this brief manner...)

PIP: Job-aids. Materials designed to help staff carry Out their

tasks (e.g., calendars, filmstrips, handouts, sample forms, and

memos).

PIP: Self-training materials. Materials in Che PIP that are

designed to help personnel acquire new skills. They range

from informal tips and suggestions about how to accomplish

tasks to a programed tape/slide training sequende.

D-5
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Processes. A sequence of activities performed at a prescribed time

to bring about a result. (Staff are selected and trained; materials

are ordered and distributed; students are selected and trained.)

Project staff. All personnel who work directly for the project,

including principals when their involvement is extensive.

Related systems. Refers to materialsordering systems, or systems

for allocating facilities that exist in the schools. These

systems are treated on an ad hoc, PIPbyPIP basis.

0

Roles. Job positions and interrelationships of staff (e.g.,

project director is given authority and autonomy with his or

her job, title). i

Selftraining materials. Intended to help personnel acquire new

skills, and range from informal tips and suggestions to, in

one PIP., a programed tape/slide training sequence.

)

Startu stage. A stage beginning with the receipt of the grant

and PIP and ending.witti the completion of preparations for the
0

firit contact with students (e.g., staff recruitment and

-..

selection, orientation, preservico training,,orderingmateriels,

and the like) . it.
I

. ,
1

,,
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Students: Selection. An operation process which includes actual'

contact with students for testing (either diagnostic or standard-

ized), making the final decision about which student; will

participate.

Students: (Selection). A start-up process which' includes the

processing of test scores from the previous school year and the,

compilation of lists of potential project students.

Technical assistance. Help in carrying out tasks given to a

project director from personnel outside the project. Technical

assistance may be from PIP-prescribed sources, (e.g., publishers'

representatives), from exemplary site contacts by phone, or

through visits, or from information or guidance provided by OE

officials, site visitors, and the like.

Training. Any activity designed to change skills or attitudes,

including orientation and instructional activities. in addition

to conventional skill training, this includes all orientation

and instructional activities.

SOE constraints. Limits, regulations, or rOtriotiOns, on site

activities by Title III, OPBE or other OE officers a' .the federal,

regional, or state level.
c4.
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